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HOW TO NAVIGATE WINONLINE™ PUBLICATIONS

The Windows Help system is used by our magazines. It’s a convenient way to view 
Hypertext files like the WinOnLine magazine you are reading now. Here are a few tips to 
make your reading more pleasurable and convenient:

The Help Button Bar at the top is arranged to help you move easily through the 
magazine:

The Contents button, when clicked, will return you to our Table of Contents
Search starts a dialog box with all the keywords that can refer to different sections and 
articles in the magazine. Try it and see.
History displays a listing of the places in the magazine you have been so you can return
Print Topic will send the article you are currently reading to the printer. It will not print 
“popup” boxes, though.
<<Page | Page>> can perhaps be the best way to view WinOnLine Publications. With 
these buttons you can browse through the magazine in page order, just as you would a paper 
magazine.
You may use the keyboard Page Up, Page Down and Up and Down Arrow keys to forward 
and backward in an article, or use mouse clicks on the vertical bar shown on the right.

The automatic Pop-Ups throughout the issue can be cleared from view by a simple 
mouse click anywhere on the screen. You will find that some may have a special bit of text 
that, when clicked, will take you even further to another page, function or popup. Using the 
Back button will always return you to where you have been.

Certain bits of text may be a different color be underlined, usually indicating that 
clicking on them will cause something to happen. Certain graphics, such as the authors’ at 
the close of each article, are keyed to a popup image such as information about the author. 
When you see your arrow cursor change to a hand, you are on such a spot. Click on this text 
(see the special color and how your cursor changes?) to see what happens.

We hope you will enjoy the WinOnLine publication. If you want to print this page as a 
reference, click on Print Topic on the button bar.

Now click Back on the button bar to resume reading where you left off.



SURPRISE!!!
This is a popup box.
Click anywhere and 
it will disappear.



PUBLISHER’S DESK
comments from Frank Mahaney

Well, another year has gone, and I, as Publisher, have a certain responsibility. I am certain, as 
readers, you have certain expectations of me and of the content of this column this month, as we 
enter the new year. However...

I will not be predicting the events and trends for 1996.

I will not be reflecting, in needless detail (you were there, weren’t you?), on the various 
events of last year, month by month.

You’re welcome. <g>

On behalf of the staff of the WinOnLine Review™, we wish you a happy and 
prosperous new year.

Enjoy the issue!
Frank J. Mahaney, Publisher

frank.mahaney@wol.com
More Information    =    info@wol.com



LETTERS
to the Editor and Staff

Who is this Wolly guy? Is he for real?
Karen, via AOL

Yes, Karen, there is a Wolly. For as long as there is shareware on a scale from superior to 
mediocre, there will be a Wolly. For as long as authors lovingly slave away in the wee hours with
their Jolt Cola and cold pizza, there will be a Wolly. Remember, Karen, there is a little “Wolly” in
each of us. Keep the faith.

<BG>

We love to hear from our readers. Send letters to the Editor or any staff member via:
Internet: bob.gollihur@wol.com
CIS: 71334,2065
Fax: 609-624-3646
Snailmail: WOLR Editor, Seven Baywyn Drive, Ocean View, NJ 08230

Please note that most every author has e-mail and other contact information at the close of their article — 
just click on their icon for more information!

Notice: Letters may be edited for length; names will be published unless otherwise requested, addresses will be 
withheld unless authorized by you for inclusion (please state so in your letter). A geographical location is requested.



CACHE LA BYTE COMMENTARY
commentary by Thom Foulks

Remember the Tower of Babel? Of course you don't, and I don't either. But we both remember 
the Sunday School stories about Ark-passenger descendants of Noah who tried to build a tower 
to Heaven. That displeased God, according to the Bible, and he successfully stymied their efforts
by changing the languages of the work crews. They couldn't communicate, so they couldn't 
continue.

From that, so goes the legend, comes the term "babble" -- or babbling, which is 
something columnists do this time of year after the third shopping trip of the weekend without 
finding a gift for Aunt Emma.

(Stick with me here -- I'm trying to draw an analogy, and I couldn't find a sharp pencil.)

Some highly respected columnists in the computer press have been babbling lately, so I'm
choosing this venue to babble in disagreement with them. (Hey, I've served on discussion panels 
at national meetings with both of them, so...) In both cases, their topic is our current form of the 
Tower of Babel (the World Wide Web); and in both cases, they have Biblical viewpoints -- the 
Web will come tumbling down.

Better-known name of the two is Pournelle, the father-son team of Jerry and Alex who 
write in the January 1996 "Internet World" magazine (p. 90, 'The Internet Underbelly') that "a 
shakeout looms ahead" for the Web and the Internet in general. There are "consolidations and 
bankruptcies...coming...(that) will make the early history of automobile manufacturers look like 
a duel between kids' lemonade stands."

Bob Metcalfe, the inventor of Ethernet and past publisher of InfoWorld has a dramatically
more negative view. In the December 4 edition of InfoWorld (p. 61, 'From the Ether'), he lays out
ten explicit reasons why he predicts the Internet "will soon go spectacularly supernova and in 
1996 catastrophically collapse."

Wrong, Bob. Wrong, Jerry/Alex. And here's why you're wrong.

Both (all?) of you have homed in on profits, financial transactions, security and other 
organizational/bureaucratic factors to support your negative views. Oh, sure, many of the 
negatives you predict -- related to those factors -- will occur. No one's really discovered a sure-
bet money-making strategy for the Web (except maybe some pornographers who use Web 
freedom, but will saturate their limited market and retreat to the back alleys from whence they 
came). Some Netscape investors have certainly already made money, but went looking for a 
different Wall Street golden goose the same day.

Money is not what drives the Internet, and certainly not the Web. Never was, never will 



be.

As a veteran system operator of a bulletin board system (SysOp of a BBS, to those who 
speak the lingo), I can easily see Messrs. Pournelle and Metcalfe would have had the same view 
of SysOp Ward Christensen's first BBS last eon or so. Wasted effort, they would have opined. No
money in it.

No one's ever successfully analyzed the motivation of a SysOp, sticking expensive 
hardware onto their own telephone line, inviting others to call and even currying to the tastes and
whims of their "users." Of course, hundreds of SysOps have found ways of making money of 
their efforts; thousands have tried to do the same and failed; and the largest group of SysOps (of 
hundreds of thousands) simply didn't care...like me.

Y'see, where Jerry/Alex/Bob have all gone wrong in their analyses is to ignore the human
factor. Society, worldwide, has somehow spawned this quaint group of people who are SysOps. I
enjoy being one -- there is a certain god-like power element within my enjoyment, I admit; but 
the by-far larger joy and thrill is simply in the shared communications that goes on endlessly 
amidst the group(s) of disparate individuals who use BBSs.

I also admit to being among the group of SysOps who have already checked out the rates 
for 56Kbps, T1, etc. telephone lines; and the costs of linkage to an Internet backbone. Trifle steep
for my tastes today -- but I also remember when 300bps modems cost more that $500, and 
performed terribly. Those rates have not been too steep for others, however -- the movement of 
largebore BBS systems to the Internet/Web has been under way throughout 1995, with a 
quickening pace.

Tomorrow, who knows? I DO know that in December my small BBS, celebrating its 12th
birthday, was honorably retired. Too many of its users have moved to -- you guessed it -- the 
Internet.

This is not a case of "build it and they will come." They're already here.

And SysOp me is looking for a way to catch up with them.

commentary by

click

Thom Foulks
thom@usa.net

At its retirement ceremony, Thom's BBS, Colorado Springs HUB, was awarded the 128,000 call ribbon, with clusters.



SHAREWARE BRIEFS
Quick Takes and Pure Opinion from Wolly

BILL GATES POCKET CHANGE
“Bill” Screen “Saver” (could we have any more wordplay in one short sentence??)

This freeware screen saver causes $100 bills with Bill Gate’s visage to flutter down and 
cover your screen. If you want, you can even choose to include a counter to add up the bills as 
they appear, and make it a windy day. Wolly notes that it is interesting how much of the world
seems to have to go after Bill since he has earned a few pesos. Anyone with a modicum of 
intelligence knows that he has been working hard, smart, and intensely for many years; nobody 
just handed him the bucks! And for what altruistic reason was this free screen saver produced 
and distributed as BILLGATE.ZIP (59K)??? To advertise the maker’s services. Oh. Then I 
guess it is a tribute to Bill’s capitalism.

click me!

BALLOON SAVER
Eventually, they all blow away

Galtware brings balloons and dirigibles to your screen. They’re quiet (Wolly likes that in a 



screen saver — otherwise he can’t hear the music he’s intentionally playing. And if he’s not there,
who cares?) and as they rise, they’re blown off the screen by the puffing cloud surrounded 
by the advertising hype. Yes, you can register just this very average, but OK screen saver for 
$19.00, but for $29.00 you get a CD with a full motion screen saver plus a bundle of seven 
more. If you’re about to pop with curiosity, download BALLSV11.ZIP (112K) and check it out 
yourself.

 ENCRYPT-IT
”Paranoia runs deep. Into your heart it will creep.”

Wolly remembers the lyrics, the song title escapes him at this moment, but the need for 
occasional security does not. This slick program encrypts files quickly and easily, keeping 
the bad guys from knowing your secrets. You can even wipe the original from your disk as 
you encrypt it. Using the toolbar and conventional dialogs makes this easy, and you get to 
confirm your code key before it does its duty. MaeDae provides two levels of proprietary 
encryption in this version, and will include DES (Data Encryption Standard) as an option in 
the registered version only with versions sold to U.S. and Canadian addresses, since it is illegal 
to send that puppy elsewhere. Keep your secrets with EIW301.ZIP (298K), which can be 
registered for $59.00. A good way to stay secretive, for what it’s worth.

KALKULATOR
A Polish Calculator — no, I’m not kidding



Wolly’s not trying to be cute or derisive here. The author states that the name is a legimate Polish
word that translates as “The Mother of All Calculators and There Ain’t No Better One, 
Period” and he just ain’t just whistlin’ a polka. This thing has more stuff that Wolly doesn’t 
understand than any calculator he’s ever seen, and a lot of neat stuff that he has. Tabs access 
multiple additional functions, it does direct conversions from a neat sub-menu, and, well, all 
kinds of other rad things. KALK101.ZIP (325K) sums up to be a $40.00 shareware product.

   Wolly sez...  
click me!

TRUETYPE FONTS
About time some showed up

      BABYBLOC.ZIP (101K)

      FORTFONT.ZIP (93K)

      CHATEAU.ZIP (146K)

      MRYDTT.ZIP (76K)

      MAUVE_D.ZIP (129K)

Check the documentation with each and abide by the shareware registration requests if 
you use any of these.



FMX TOUCH
Keep yer hands off da merchandise!

Despite the hype, not everybody has moved to Windows 95. And, even some of us that have still 
prefer the Windows 3.1 File Manager over Explorer to get real work done. Well, Wolly's 
discovered a neat freeware add-on that adds even more functionality to our friend Mr. File 
Manager. FMXTouch 1.4 by Gregory Braun is a DLL that lets you change the date and time 
stamp on files, great for giving multiple files the same time and date before putting them into a 
ZIP file. It also lets you quickly turn a group of files' read-only bits on or off. This comes in 
real handy when you copy a bunch of files from a CD-ROM to your hard drive. Highlight 'em, 
and one mouse click later, you can now edit and save them. And, if that's not enough ladies and 
gentlemen, FMXTouch will even show you how much space you have left on your hard drive.
Touch your File Manager by downloading FMXTCH14.ZIP. Did we mention it was totally 
free?            

 LOUPE
Threw me for one

Wolly hasn’t quite decided whether Bob’s monitors are getting blurry or his eyes are getting 



bleary. He does, however, confess that he recently acquired reading glasses, not, of course, for 
that purpose, but simply to make him look more intellectual — wouldst that be possible. 
LOUPE16.ZIP (40K) is an interesting solution to the close-up problems: magnify a small 
screen portion 2, 4, or 8 times the normal view. Unfortunately, it doesn’t show the cursor, to 
help Wolly when he’s trying for those detailed little graphics edits; that would make it perfect. 
Loupe also constantly displays screen coordinates, and offers quick displays of a horizontal 
and vertical ruler, an ASCII chart, and error codes listing, handy for the programmer in us all
(buried very deeply within Wolly.) Best of all, it’s freeware, courtesy of author Gregory Braun. 
Thanks!!!

Wolly’s Whys ???????
Stupid stuff Wolly downloaded and wished he hadn’t

BIG_BRO.ZIP (4K) is a text file from a paranoid moron who signed as C. Wesley Davis, 
reporting that Microsoft is actually “Big Brother.” He so kindly warns us that “Windows '95 has a 
hidden little sub program that will allow them to see what you have on your system, including 
text files, private files, and even accounting files!    Microsoft can get complete access to 
everything on your system! 2- This information can then be used to delete un-licensed programs 
it finds in your system!” Beware, C. Wesley! Wolly is, at this very moment, transmitting evil and 
subversive thoughts to you through his all-powerful wireless modem — you’d better get out that 
special helmet you made out of aluminum foil to prevent him from reading your thoughts! Trust 
No. 1.

Wolly welcomes nominations for “Wolly’s Whys,” which may be sub-titled “Look who got Visual 
Basic for Christmas and Wrote Another Resource Monitor” next month. Absurd and worthless top
the list. You can e-mail files, along with your comments, to: wordsmit@acy.digex.net

written by                

              

(click)
bob.gollihur@wol.com

as told to Bob Gollihur



REVIEW UPDATES & QUICK TAKES
The latest from the WinOnLine™ Review staff

WinHelp Office ‘95
In WOLR   100   I reviewed the extensive offerings in Blue Sky’s WinHelp Office, the complete 
suite of tools for Windows help file development. Do refer back to that article for further 
information on the many components included in this package. Though that release did include a 
great tool to compile Windows 95 help files and create contents (CNT) files, it was a bit too early
in the game for a dedicated Win95 tool. With this new version, Blue Sky is first on the scene 
with a complete Windows 95 help authoring solution that works with MS Word for Windows 95 
(version7.0). That’s not all that makes this update exciting; there’s now even more to the 
package.

Blue Sky has incorporated complete support for help file developers in WinHelp Office 95; both
the 16 and 32 bit versions of RoboHELP and other tools are included in this package, so you 
can develop for Windows 3.x, 95, and NT. The two versions require and support Microsoft Word 
2, 6, and 7. Among the updated tools are companion 32-bit releases of the WinHelp Video Kit 
and the 32-bit Software Video Camera™. Further enhancing the package are two brand new 
programs.

WinHelp Internet Access lets you embed Internet site hotlinks into a help file. The 
“Wizard” adds the macro link to text or a graphic, enabling anyone using Netscape, Mosaic, or 
MS Internet Explorer to access the Web page or ftp site you specify. A 5K redistributable 



program is included for your user to set their browser path, and 16- and 32-bit DLLs, weighing 
in at 9K and 35K, respectively, are also included. This ability is ideal to help users easily access 
your Internet sites to download updates, provide e-mail technical support, or even electronically 
register their product, all from within a Windows help file.

Help-To-Source is a handy tool to have when you need to decompile an existing help file. 
Maybe you’ve lost the original source files, or the contract programmer took off with them, or 
maybe you’re just curious. I’ve seen similar tools, but none break the file down to its component 
parts like this program: it returns an RTF, the HPJ (project file), and graphics in their original file
formats. That’s impressive.

The one initial disappointment was quickly quashed, the fact that RoboHELP 95 would 
not produce help files for Windows 3.1. While currently you must maintain Word 6.0 and 7.0 and
both the 16- and 32-bit versions of RoboHELP (included) to accommodate both needs, Blue 
Sky has announced that an update will be available in February. This anticipated revision will 
allow the creation of 3.x files from Microsoft Word 7.0. I also understand that HTML tools will 
be forthcoming from Blue Sky in the near future, one of which will provide for co-development 
of World Wide Web pages and Windows Help simultaneously. Look for a review in a future 
WOLR. Meanwhile, if you want a complete set of Windows Help authoring tools, WinHelp 
Office 95 is the complete answer.

WinHelp Office 95 is still available at an introductory price of $599.00, with 
RoboHELP 95 available separately at $499.00. Blue Sky sales can be reached at 800-459-2356 
or 619-459-6356; their web site is at http://www.blue-sky.com

update by Bob Gollihur



Back Issues of WinOnLine publications can be obtained from several sources.

 The free download directory on the Windows OnLine™ BBS at 510-736-8343

 The Windows OnLine™ web site: http://www.cris.com/wol

 Various on-line services such as Compuserve, America Online, and other BBS services, 
although they may not maintain our full catalog of past issues



NEW WINDOWS FILES
File Name - Size in Bytes - BBS Date - File Description    (Comments in RED)

The following file listings became available on Windows OnLine recently, but may not yet be 
available on some other online systems. Many more files were added to our library during that 
time, but only files of general interest and most recent date are listed here. Callers of Windows 
OnLine can download WOLRECNT.ZIP, and other files in our free download area to obtain 
complete or selected listings.

This list is heavily edited to limit list size. New Windows Files are held in Directory #500
on Windows OnLine™.

WINDOWS - NEW UPLOADS from November 16, 1995 through December 15, 1995

12NAV95.ZIP 285,395 12-06-95 December update for NAV95 from Symantec BBS (Newest 
File Date: 12-01-95)

32WFD210.ZIP 212,729 11-17-95 (v2.10) WFTPD - Winsock FTP Server. Allows you to 
administer an FTP site from your own Windows machine. Easy to use and configure, and 
notoriously stable. Costs only $15 to register the 16-bit version, $20 for the 32-bit version
($5 extra for disk shipment as opposed to ftp/email delivery). Author: Alun Jones, Texas 
Imperial Software (Newest File Date: 11-05-95)

3DMAZE95.ZIP 1,056,597 12-06-95 3DMaze v1.2 (11/25/95) generates mazes under Win95. 
The mazes are displayed in 3D. Use keys to solve them or have the computer solve them. 
VB 4.0 source code is included. (Newest File Date: 11-26-95)

3DVCP40.ZIP 886,908 12-08-95 ViSuAL Calender Planner 4.0 for Win <ASP> This PC 
Magazine award winning program + many others features workgroup-enabled network 
version, calendar as wallpaper, recurring events, unique alarm with multiple musical 
tunes, WYSIWYG fonts, color printing, multiview, multicolor, multifont and 
multidocument capability. Extremely easy to use. Perfect for a desktop planner! 
Registered users get Win 95 version free! (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

4ASRV263.ZIP 448,270 11-26-95 Enterprise Wide Foray PPP Server is a cost efficient 
communications software solution for accessing corporate network resources. The 
Foray PPP Server brings the corporate Internet connection, as well as TCP/IP and IPX 
network services, to the remote user. The Server supports individuals dialing in with 
Win95, Windows NT, WinSock PPP packages, or PPP clients. (Newest File Date: 10-18-
95)

4LANG41.ZIP 88,625 12-04-95 Ultimate Language Tutor v4.1 for Windows If you want to 
learn Spanish, French, German or Italian, download this one! This program makes it 
easy to learn the vocabulary of the above languages. Has built-in test and flashcard 
modules. Requires: Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 11-27-95)

64UTL201.ZIP 359,860 11-30-95 ATI mach64 utilities for Windows 3.x ver2.01. (Newest File 



Date: 11-16-95)
7700WNT.ZIP 33,680 11-28-95 Adaptec 7700 family drivers for WinNT 3.5 (Newest File 

Date: 09-05-95)
95BOOTR3.ZIP 10,032 12-08-95 95Booter Win95 Multi Booter, Previous DOS, Menu, and 

More! (Newest File Date: 11-14-95)
99ETO99F.ZIP 30,304 12-02-95 Maintenance update to Abook v.99x. This is simply the.EXE 

and.HLP updates. You must already have Abook99x.Zip installed on your system. Minor 
bug fix and major help update. (Newest File Date: 11-24-95)

AAAUUE40.ZIP 187,622 12-05-95 AAAUUE 4.0 - UUE and ZIP. Newly re-designed, V3 was 
in Oct 95 Cserve mag., this is ever better. All Windows un-ZIP-ping, UUencoding, 
decoding, preview first few lines with 1 click. Does break up and merging of UUE & 
binary files (ZIP, AVI, etc). New wider file screen, mirco icons, favorite dir saving, last 
opened, & extracts multipart UUEs from online logs. (Newest File Date: 10-28-95)

ABALON11.ZIP 1,120,772 11-27-95 Abalone v1.1: MSWin game of strategy and skill. 
(Newest File Date: 11-13-95)

ABOOK41.ZIP 188,512 11-18-95 ShareWare Address Book for Winword 6.0 Version 4.1 Store
up to 1000 names, addresses and phone numbers. Search for specific record by name or 
by company. Insert the details directly to your document; the desired details, in the way 
you want. Automatically sort after every change made. Included template for creating 
letter. (Newest File Date: 10-30-95)

ABW10B8.ZIP 469,780 12-15-95 Afterburner Ver 1.0b8 The Macromedia Plugin for Netscape 
2.0 compression utility. This program allows you to compress Director files for use in 
your WWW page with Shockwave. (Newest File Date: 12-01-95)

ACCELF32.ZIP 1,330,422 12-06-95 Access Elf v3.2 from ELF Software Co. 10/22/95. Natural-
language query interface for MS Access (shareware). Contains sample database 
(Newest File Date: 10-22-95)

ACDSEE13.ZIP 256,430 11-24-95 ACDSee v1.3 for Win. High-performance image viewer. 
Supports: BMP, GIF, JPEG, Photo-CD, PCX, PNG, TGA, TIFF. Rapid decompression. 
View the image as it is decompressed. Quick image thumbnail preview. Slideshow, drag-
drop, fit to window, quick zoom in/out and pan. View & edit 4DOS file descriptions. 
Move and copy files, print images. (Newest File Date: 11-04-95)

ACIDB112.ZIP 522,198 11-25-95 (v1.12) AcidBase - Acid/Base Calculator Calculate pH and 
speciation of an acid/base solution. Plot and manupilate various speciation diagrams, 
titration curves, buffer capacity plots, and bound-proton diagrams. Determine the end-
point(s) of titration curves. Shareware Copyright 1995 Aosheng Wang (Newest File Date:
10-23-95)

AFMW9510.ZIP 394,751 11-28-95 (v1.0) Fund Manager for Win95 (32 bit) FM is a portfolio 
management app. FM is designed to help individual investors monitor and analyze their 
investments with a wide variety of easy to use graphs and reports. FM accepts as input: 
price, investment, and distribution information. Prices may be entered manually, or 
imported from AOL, Prodigy, CompuServe, or Quicken. Shareware (US$ 29), 
beiley@aol.com (Newest File Date: 11-10-95)



AMIWEB16.ZIP 95,684 12-13-95 (v1.602) AmiWeb - AmiPro HTML Authoring Asst. A 
package designed to enable HTML documents to be easily created within AMIPRO 
v3.0+. It provides a set of paragraph styles, a windows program to convert the AmiPro 
file to HTML format and a set of macros and icons for adding anchors etc. to your 
document. Freeware Steve Belleguelle(author) sbx@cs.nott.ac.uk (Newest File Date: 11-
27-95)

ANYFOLDE.ZIP 7,558 11-30-95 Addition to PowerToy - Send to "Any Folder" (Newest File 
Date: 11-16-95)

ANZL105C.ZIP 121,897 11-26-95 (v10.5) Anzio Lite - Windows Telnet Client Terminal 
emulation for the Windows Sockets (WINSOCK) environment. Includes sizable fonts, 
80/132-column support, pass-through print, function keys, color, line-drawing, and more. 
Shareware (US$25, volume disounts available; VISA/MC/AmEx). (Newest File Date: 11-
09-95)

ARTMAKER.ZIP 382,338 11-24-95 ASCII Art Maker v1.00: MSWin app that turns bitmaps 
into ASCII art. (Newest File Date: 11-09-95)

ATASK13D.ZIP 239,420 11-26-95 Auto Task for Windows, Util., v1.3d, shareware - Auto Task 
is an automated task processor/ manger for Windows NT. Auto Task lets you schedule
any MS-DOS or MSWin app to run at specific times without user intervention. Individual
tasks can be scheduled to run by interval, day, week, month, or date. Task processing can 
be monitored using the automated task manager which provides information on current 
tasks running, or those still waiting to run. Task processing can be enabled or disabled 
globally, or on a per task basis. Tasks which are currently running, can be terminated both
manually or automatically. In addition, task logging can be activated which will write the 
status of each processed task to file. (Newest File Date: 10-28-95)

AUTOSPEL.ZIP 669,419 12-01-95 Autospell softare add-onfor wincim 1.4. (Newest File 
Date: 11-18-95)

B5FONTS.ZIP 66,059 11-28-95 A small collection of fonts used on Babylon 5. These are used 
for the opening and closing credits. The offical name is "Serpentine". (Newest File Date: 
10-20-95)

BABYBLOC.ZIP 9,430 11-19-95 Baby Blocks - is a TTF for Windows that contains 62 
character resembling a child's letter block. There are 26 black letters on white blocks, 26 
white letters on black blocks and the number 0-9 on both. Description Copyright 1995 
PsL (Newest File Date: 09-10-95)

BCDP32.ZIP 301,749 12-09-95 Business Card Designer Plus V4.0 New version for Win95! 
Create stunning business cards easily on your printer. Use rotated text, boxes, circles, 
lines and clip art. Any Font, Size, Style and Color. Extremely easy to use. WYSIWYG 
formating. Card Expert for quick card creation. Full color support. Click and drag sizing 
and moving. (Newest File Date: 11-21-95)

BIG_BRO.ZIP 3,936 12-08-95 Contains some disturbing information about Win95 and the 
Federal Government. Please read this file, and keep your data save! (Newest File Date: 
09-10-95) No thanks, I'm disturbed enough already! <W>

BIKE40.ZIP 263,451 11-20-95 Bike v4.0 <ASP> Bike is a program that allows the user to 
develop a database of bicycle ride data for training. This program is useful for the racer



and the casual rider to keep track of statistics in their exercise program. The program is 
intended for single user use but accommodates 3 bicycles. The program runs in Windows 
and has on-line documentation. Upgrade, new features (Newest File Date: 10-01-95)

BILDIT41.ZIP 294,062 12-08-95 Build your own v4.1 is a W4W book on understanding the 
PC which now covers Pentium, Win 95, L2 Cache, etc. A fun read, and exposes many 
traps encountered in building and upgrading. (Newest File Date: 11-03-95)

BROWSE10.ZIP 289,460 12-02-95 Browse Editor v1.0 for WinCIM - A simple interface for 
editing your WinCIM Browse window. Run WinCIM with a customized Browse 
window with all your favorite services and their logos. The bitmap and icons can all be 
changed within the browse window to any available bitmap or icon on your hard drive. 
The title, hot key, and GO keyword can also be changed. Not to mention, the window title
for both the Browse window and WinCIM itself. (Newest File Date: 11-13-95)

BSTAR13.ZIP 103,626 11-16-95 BattleStar v1.3: MSWin battle ship type game played on a 
9x9x9 game grid. (Newest File Date: 11-01-95)

CABOOK32.ZIP 3,335,426 12-13-95 The complete address book for Win95! (Newest File 
Date: 12-08-95)

CBCOUNT.ZIP 49,413 12-02-95 CBCOUNT 0.1 beta. 32-bit version (req. Win 95 or NT). 
Creates sorted report of players & number of games played from a ChessBase data file. 
From Rob Weir. (Newest File Date: 11-12-95)

CD95V50A.ZIP 550,264 11-28-95 CD Player v5.0a for Win95 but works great with older 
versions. Full working version. Plays audio CDs in your multimedia PC. It is fully 
programmable. Skip songs, repeat them as many times as you like, or shuffle them all at 
the touch of a button. Save track titles as well as track programs. Access your sound card 
controls from within the app. Can be used with Win95 auto-play feature. Registration fee 
is $14.95. (Newest File Date: 10-04-95) Reviewed in WOLRS37 <W>

CF1614F5.ZIP 263,031 11-19-95 CuteFTP v1.4 Final beta 5, 16 bit version for Windows. 
(Newest File Date: 11-16-95)

CF3214F5.ZIP 301,192 11-19-95 CuteFTP v1.4 Final beta 5, 32 bit version for Win95. No 
longer will run under Windows 32s. (Newest File Date: 11-16-95)

CFTW109.ZIP 2,090,029 12-02-95 Cumberland Family Tree for Windows v1.09 <STAR> 
<ASP> - Powerful easy-to-use genealogy program. Unique "story" reports turn dry data 
into a delightful readable form. Show ALL major events in a person's life: birth, death, 
education, immigrations, marriages, divorces, or other. Attach scanned photos. Document
with source notes, transcribed text or scanned documents. Create an Indexed Book with 
30 different reports. Many extras. (Newest File Date: 11-27-95)

CHATEAU.ZIP 148,604 11-24-95 New TTF - Chateau. (Newest File Date: 10-23-95)
CINSTP22.ZIP 496,060 12-15-95 Chief's Installer Pro (for Windows). This program is an "off 

the shelf" installation package for Windows programs. It can be used to install Windows
packages of almost any size (up to 64 installation disks). The files may be compressed 
(with Compress.exe) or uncompressed. Both types of file are handled transparently. The 
installer will optionally create Program Manager groups and icons. The package also 
includes an uninstaller which can be used to "uninstall" any package that was installed 
with Chief's Installer. This takes the risk out of installing Windows packages. The 



installer provides support for partial and optional installations, and for languages other 
than English. Win95 and Win NT and OS/2 compatible. Converts VB Setup Wizard .VBZ
files! Chief's Installer is a shareware program. (Newest File Date: 10-13-95)

CLNPAT2.ZIP 710,185 11-24-95 Quarterdeck CleanSweep2 for Win95 patch (Newest File 
Date: 11-16-95)

CLWIN95.ZIP 1,951,048 11-18-95 Creative Labs Win95 drivers (Newest File Date: 09-13-95)
CMD_10.ZIP 107,157 11-26-95 Color Manipulation Device v1.0U: Helps you pick the correct 

background and text colors for your HTML docs. (Newest File Date: 10-23-95)
CMD67B.ZIP 631,558 12-03-95 WinOne v6.7b - Super Command Shell for Win95/NT - 

WinOne is a Command Language Interpreter for Windows similar in concept to 
CMD.EXE except that it has been designed to enable you get the most out of Windows. 
WinOne provides a variety of capabilities that CMD.EXE does not and attempts to make 
Windows easier to use when there is a need to work at the command line level. Visit my 
Web page at http://www.cia.com.au/luke (Newest File Date: 09-28-95)

CMED104.ZIP 355,972 11-26-95 HTML Editor. (Newest File Date: 10-21-95)
CNTRLBRS.ZIP 24,311 11-26-95 Access database repair/compress utility. (Newest File Date:

10-03-95)
COMMX120.ZIP 218,020 12-01-95 CommEx v1.20 <ASP> - Common Dialog Extensions for 

Win3.1/3.11. Adds file find, copy, delete, rename, move and makedir functions to most 
Windows apps' Open and Save dialogs, plus easily access the last 25 files and directories 
used. (Also adds 3-D look.) Fully functional shareware copy. By Cottonwood Software. 
(Newest File Date: 11-21-95)

CONFOUND.ZIP 63,338 11-22-95 Confound v.1.32 is a strategic game. In order to win, you 
move one of your pegs into the computer's home square before it gets to yours. To stop 
the computer from reaching your square, you set up walls to block it. Confound is an 
addicting board game that you should like. Shareware(Newest File Date: 11-11-95) 
Reviewed in WOLRS8 <W>

COOL152.ZIP 836,616 12-10-95 Cool Edit v1.51 is a waveform editor with features such as: 
Echo, Flange, Reverb, Stretch/Pitch Change, Compress, Brainwave Synchronizer, Noise 
Reducer, Envelope, Filter, Distortion, and more. Supports most every file format. Cue 
and Play list. View waves as amplitude or frequency plots. Analyze component 
frequencies. Scripts let you play back complex operations. (Newest File Date: 11-17-95) 
Reviewed in WOLRS40 <W>

CPIC106.ZIP 549,277 12-01-95 Cpic-multimedia viewer/manager for win share. (Newest File 
Date: 11-19-95)

CSW200.ZIP 869,171 11-27-95 CompuSlave For Windows Version 2.00 <ASP> CompuSlave 
imports CompuServe forum capture files into a database, converting them to 
individual messages. Add, delete, edit, and search the entire database for key words or 
phrases. Create your own technical support resource. Ideal for power users, programmers,
and network administrators. Now includes a Windows communications program. 
Databases are compatible with CompuSlave For DOS. (Newest File Date: 11-12-95)

CTW10.ZIP 1,754,571 12-01-95 Cache test for Windows v1.0 (Newest File Date: 11-21-95)



CUCM84B6.ZIP 398,875 12-14-95 CU-SeeMe Ver. 0.84b6 Internet Video Conferencing. Can 
be used with or without a camera. (Newest File Date: 12-08-95)

CUTIL200.ZIP 405,664 12-13-95 clySmic Win32 Utilities V2.00 <ASP> Collection of 32-bit 
desktop utilities for Win95, Windows NT 3.5x, and Win32s. Included are a drag 'n' drop 
wallpaper selector, an EXE file info utility, a system info utility, a user-controlled random
wallpaper program, and File Manager Extensions. clySmic Software. Shareware. 
(Formerly the Drag 'n' Drop Utilities) (Newest File Date: 11-15-95)

CYC32100.ZIP 147,452 12-06-95 CycleC32 animation utility for windows (Win3.1 with 
Win32s, WfW 3.11 with Win32s, WindowsNT, Windows95) based www-servers 
(ZBServer, WebSite, Alibaba, win-httpd a.o.). Command options include: loop, start, end,
random, up, down, noanim, onlyone. CycleC32 has debugging and user restrictions 
options and includes a simple setup program. (Newest File Date: 11-05-95)

D2UMODEM.ZIP 18,289 12-07-95 Latest modems.dat file for procomm plus -win (Newest 
File Date: 11-01-95)

DATETAB.ZIP 37,264 11-18-95 AccessTableDate v1.00: MS-Access module to obtain table 
modification date, basic version control, etc.; Martin Connelly/ Connelly Consulting. 
(Newest File Date: 10-25-95)

DBROWSER.ZIP 994,798 11-20-95 DataBrowser is a powerful Windows data access tool that 
lets you view and search Paradox, DBase, and text database files easily. It remembers 
which fields you want to view and automatically alters the setup when you select 
different data files. Full on-line help is included! (Newest File Date: 10-03-95)

DCWIN2E.ZIP 564,883 11-30-95 Draft Choice for Windows <ASP> Best Shareware CAD 
package. Multiple attach points; multiple layers; multiple views; Bezier, complex & 
spline curves; warp/tween, multilevel undos; parallel & perpendicular modes; PCX, WPG
and DXF file support; PSP & plotter output; external line, fill, and hatch pattern files,. 
(Newest File Date: 11-16-95)

DDWIN32.ZIP 484,744 12-08-95 (V3.1) DDWIN - DingDang Write 3.1 Standard Windows 
MDI Chinese word processor. Printer preview, unlimited file size etc. Pinyin, quanpin, 
cangjie, quwei and lianxiang input methods. Update lianxiang on fly. Reveal pinyin or 
GB code under cursor. Simple or complex fonts included in shareware. Can scale 
characters in printing. Read selected text in mandarin Chinese through speakers. Yijun 
Ding, xxye@curie.ualr.edu (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

DECOR110.ZIP 177,834 12-08-95 (v1.10) Decor - Wallpaper selector will randomly select a 
wallpaper. Setup your wallpapers, give them a weighting, depending on your preference 
(the higher the weighting, the more likely a wallpaper is to be selected) or have some 
papers selected on certain days. Replaces Decor v1.00 Charityware (UKP 10) 
jleith@dircon.co.uk (Newest File Date: 11-28-95)

DEVDIC11.ZIP 175,206 11-18-95 Devil's Dictionary (E-Book) v1.1: MSWin OmniMedia 
Electronic Book - "Devil's Dictionary". (Newest File Date: 09-17-95)

DIALPD12.ZIP 161,695 12-05-95 DialPad - A phone dialer which doesn't need the following: 
An MCI sound driver, a touchtone Version 1.1 Requires Win3.1 Written by Matthew 
Leigh (Newest File Date: 11-29-95)

DIALPR15.ZIP 192,946 12-02-95 Dialerpro v1.5 Win/Win95 phone dialer. Dial your phone 



using your modem. Create list of names and numbers, double-click to dial. No need to 
search through your address book. Sort, edit, move. Shareware. Galt Technology. 
(Newest File Date: 11-06-95)

DISKR125.ZIP 149,589 11-20-95 Diskers: Disk Duplicator (v 1.25) Create diskette Image files 
from floppys. Use them to re-create the original diskettes at a later time. Perfect for 
installation diskettes, and when the boss says "Make two copies each of these 10 
diskettes". (Req: Vbrun300) (Newest File Date: 10-01-95)

DJ345EN.ZIP 1,249,747 12-15-95 HP PrintSmart Printer Driver v7.0 for the HPDJ 340 
printer working under MS-Win3.1, 3.11 and Win95; Hewlett Packard Subdirs: "pkunzip 
-d dj345en" to extract. (Newest File Date: 10-30-95)

DLGW10.ZIP 592,585 12-02-95 Delegator v1.00 <ASP> A delegation and performance 
tracking system for line managers and others who coordinate the work of others. Track 
assignments; plan workloads; manage projects; review long term performance; 
communicate priorities; bring forward. Learn and use basics in 20 minutes. Oriented to 
the line manager not the project specialist. (Newest File Date: 11-14-95)

DRTRASH2.ZIP 11,833 11-22-95 DropTrash v2.0: MSWin util intended to be used with 
Dropper or a toolbar that can accept files dropped from a file manager; unlike most trash 
cans, the util does not run all the time, so you can't use it w/out some kind of toolbar or 
Dropper; files dropped on the icon are deleted, not saved; David C. Elliott/Niccolo 
Rigacci. (Newest File Date: 11-09-95)

DRW103.ZIP 196,780 11-21-95 Dlr Draw, Cross-Platform Drawing Program also available 
for Mac (Newest File Date: 10-20-95)

DS32CH21.ZIP 356,076 12-09-95 dsChordFinder32 v2.1<ASP> Guitar chord recognition 
from recorded music for Win95. Record a song with your sound card, load it in 
dsChordFinder and see which chords are being played. "ChordFinder is very fit to aid in 
finding out guitar chords in songs, as long as they are not too complicated", Computer!
Totaal 12/94 on ChordFinder v1.0. Shareware from Dubbeldam Software, $39.00 
(Newest File Date: 11-28-95)

DS32TU21.ZIP 265,083 12-09-95 dsTune32 v2.1 <ASP> The fast and accurate guitar tuning 
device for Win95. Connect guitar or microphone to sound card and see exact frequency 
indication needle on tuning device. Inaccuracy <0.1 Hz, reaction time 0.2 sec. Custom 
tunings, automatic string selection. "It is striking that Tune's indicator is more accurate 
than my tuning device's!",Computer!Totaal, 12/94. Shareware from Dubbeldam Software,
$39.00 (Newest File Date: 11-28-95)

DSKCPY13.ZIP 42,490 12-14-95 (v1.3) Dskcpy13.zip - Disk utility DiskCopy is a simple little 
32-Bit program for creating duplicate disks. Unlike Explorer which needs to read the 
source disk for each disk you wish to create, DiskCopy prompts you for the number of 
copies you have in mind, making for a much quicker operation. Runtime Module, 
VB40032.ZIP, is required to run this program. Shareware $10.00. (Newest File Date: 11-
26-95)

DSTUNE21.ZIP 284,657 12-09-95 dsTune v2.1 <ASP> The fast and accurate guitar tuning 
device for Windows. Connect guitar or microphone to sound card and see exact 
frequency indication needle on tuning device. Inaccuracy <0.1 Hz, reaction time 0.2 sec. 



Custom tunings, automatic string selection. "It is striking that Tune's indicator is more 
accurate than my tuning device's!",Computer!Totaal, 12/94. Shareware from Dubbeldam 
Software, $39.00 (Newest File Date: 11-28-95)

DUNCE1_1.ZIP 34,683 12-05-95 Dunce (Dial-Up Networking Connection Enhancement) v1.1 
allows you to connect to a Dial-Up Network with much greater ease. It will 
automatically press connect for you on the Connect To dialog box a very annoying 
feature the MS Dunce's left in. It will also make the redial actually work, unfortunatly 
Dial-Up Networking will only redial 100 times if you start it manually and it won't redial 
at all if you start it from inside a program. (Newest File Date: 11-27-95)

ECHO-V20.ZIP 250,611 12-09-95 Echo On v2.0 Small Windows file copy utility for quick 
access to all of the standard copy and move functions, as well as file searching, file 
attributing, disk formatting and copying to multiple targets. Optionally remains on top of 
any app. Vbrun300 req'd. (Newest File Date: 11-12-95)

EMXWIN20.ZIP 246,766 12-09-95 Enigmacross for Windows v2.00 Solve and construct 
professional acrostics on your Windows computer! New features include scrollable clue 
list, sound card support with speaking messages, dictionary "hot- link"access and 
extensive on-line help. Includes 5 professionally constructed puzzles by some of the top 
names in the industry. Easy to install and UN-install. (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

ERLAN102.ZIP 49,839 11-18-95 Erlang v1.02: MSWin traffic engineering & queuing utility 
for the voice, or packetized data network industries to help model traffic blockage (loss), 
and/or delays. (Newest File Date: 11-07-95)

ERR_SCAN.ZIP 232,701 12-02-95 ErrorScan for MSWin is a system and disk cleaning utility 
that detects and cleans a specfic group of error-files the big disk utilities, un-install and 
sweep type programs have missed! Includes resource gauges, task and modules load 
listings. (Newest File Date: 11-21-95)

EZDESK17.ZIP 77,608 11-21-95 EzDesk is a Windows(R) 95 utility that manages the desktop 
icons' layout. There are many times when a perfectly arranged desktop icons' layout is 
scrambled by an errant app or an accidental desktop arranged by name, type, size, or date.
Switching the screen resolution also requires the manual rearrangement of the desktop 
icons' layout. EzDesk can restore a desktop icons' layout to a previously saved 
arrangement. (Newest File Date: 11-05-95)

EZLOAN96.ZIP 190,970 12-01-95 EZ Loan Manager 96 is a money saving loan/mortgage 
manager that is easy, simple, and flexible to use. It is especially useful for home owners 
with adjustable loans and/or those who pay their loan early. EZ Loan Manager will show 
you how much interest you will save if you pay extra principle. It will save you money by
helping you to choose what type of mortgage, when to pay extra principle, etc. For 
Win3.1. (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

FAX_V501.ZIP 720,353 12-12-95 FaxMail for Windows v5.01 - Adds full FAXing capability 
menu to all Windows apps. Includes a Fax/Modem-tester. Timed sends, broadcast queue
holds 32,000, works in DOS & Windows, good help system, all functions very fast, 
background FAX printing. (Newest File Date: 11-28-95)41]

FCCOPY.ZIP 14,389 12-06-95 FileCopy v1.0.1b Delphi File Copy Component This little 
component will allow you to copy and move files with your Delphi programs. You can 



easily and quickly copy any size or type of file. Very configurable and fast! From Daniel 
J. Karnes and TASP Development. (Newest File Date: 11-22-95)

FFCAL2.ZIP 464,438 11-20-95 FF Cards & Labels v2.10 <ASP> Business cards and label 
printing for Windows. Features a drag and drop interface. Use all of your fonts and 
bitmaps. Print in color or black and white! Features a database engine to connect to any 
dbase-compatible file or create your own! Place text, pictures, lines and rectangles 
anywhere on your layout. We have the best database engine on the market! Check it out!
(Newest File Date: 10-15-95)

FI22W4.ZIP 1,342,144 12-07-95 Freeman Installer v2.2 for Win95 & NT. Installer for 32bit 
Windows apps. Visual IDE. Automatic test run, make, build, disk set building. One-
mouse-click Multi-lingual support. Built-in near-pkzip (de)compression. Uninstall. Works
even on aborted installations. Full registry support (5 value types). Displays 256 color 
bitmaps in custom dialogs. (Newest File Date: 10-07-95)

FIXDTR95.ZIP 11,750 11-25-95 Fixes DTR drop-out in Win95 comm drivers. (Newest File 
Date: 11-11-95)

FMGRD208.ZIP 137,758 11-19-95 File Manager Guard v.2.08 <ASP> - allows to set up 
[Restrictions] for File Manager. You can limit user access to selected drives, prevent 
them from performing any command of File Manager, changing its configuration, 
running programs or opening documents. For use with personal systems or corporate 
networks. Shareware, $29.95+s&h. (Newest File Date: 09-05-95)

FMSEEK18.ZIP 112,438 11-25-95 FM Seek 1.80 FM Seek is a disk & directory search utility 
that will allow the user to build lists based on templates and then perform file operations 
on the results. (Newest File Date: 11-11-95)

FNABC20.ZIP 139,438 11-16-95 Font-ABC is an easy-to use font viewer and printer for all 
printable Windows-Fonts. Free sample text, printing and viewing of character charts. 
Needs Vbrun300 and Threed.vbx. Note: Also available in German. Shareware $15. 
(Newest File Date: 10-21-95)

FORM95KB.ZIP 1,375,782 12-06-95 FormPower PRO Rel 95kb "EZ-Forms" Automation for 
Windows. The Professional visual forms processor! Create, fill-out (internal), fill-
in(pre-printed) any form. WYSIWYG, multiple forms, calculations, validations, pick-
lists, protected fields, OLE2, MAPI, more. 100+ pre-designed forms available! EZX 
Corp. (Newest File Date: 11-26-95)

FORTFONT.ZIP 95,197 11-27-95 New TTF - Charles Fort. (Newest File Date: 10-23-95)
FRM2HTML.ZIP 14,101 11-29-95 Form To HTML v1.0 VB Forms Converter Converts VB3 

and VB4 forms to HTML Pages. No need for expensive text editors, or a HTML editor, 
just make a form and poof! you're off! Requires Vbrun300 and VB3 Or VB4. Shareware 
$10 (Newest File Date: 11-14-95)

FSP71.ZIP 523,037 11-23-95 Font Spec Pro - ver 7.1 - A font manager program that runs in all 
Windows versions. (Newest File Date: 11-20-95) Recently reviewed in WOLR <W>

GCKWIN71.ZIP 469,761 12-07-95 Geoclock 7.1 sunlight clock for Windows. The current sun 
position is displayed, and the parts of the earth in sunlight and twilight are highlighted, 
with local sunrise/set and times around the world. Over 200 maps and a spinning globe 
program are available. (Newest File Date: 11-26-95)



GE302.ZIP 863,510 12-15-95 GroupEase v3.02: MSWin groupware productivity tool for 
Netware whose functions include business card data, scheduler, personal notes/ 
reminders, phone messages, online chat & more; Ethosoft, Inc. (Newest File Date: 12-01-
95)

GEARSHOP.ZIP 354,416 11-21-95 GearShop for Win demo. Brand new gear design program 
lets you create gears, tools, and meshes in a Windows environment. DP, Module, Inch or 
Metric units. Animation. Export to DXF files. Rack- or Pinion-Shaped Tools. Tool paths, 
inspection, more. Last revision date in archive: 10-28-95. (Newest File Date: 10-28-95)

GENIUS14.ZIP 442,844 11-27-95 Genius for Windows v1.4 Visually oriented, easy to use 
family tree database program. Requires Win 3.1, Vbrun300 File date 10 Nov 95 
Release 1.40.00 Genius for Windows is an easy to use Windows based Family Tree 
record keeper. Four generations of family members are displayed on the Family Tree 
screen. The display includes Parents, Grandparents, one Partner, up to two Siblings, up to 
four children and the currently selected person. Selecting any person displayed on the 
family tree with the mouse (or using the keyboard) enables you to then print, view or edit 
their information. Printing includes Descendants Chart (Newest File Date: 11-10-95)

GOLFCAP3.ZIP 220,219 12-12-95 GolfCap v3.0a Golf handicapping system. Maintain stats 
for 1 individual Golfer. Determines handicap index and a course handicap. Provides 
summary showing 40+ stats like those maintained for the PGA touring Professionals. 
This program is perfect for maintaining a history of all your golf outings along with 
giving you up-to-the minute handicap status. GolfCap is Win95 compatible (Newest File 
Date: 12-02-95)

GOLFCLB3.ZIP 170,895 12-12-95 GolfClub v3.0a Handicap system & database for golf and 
country clubs. Maintains all stats for 7,500 golfers, 65,000 games, and 1,000 courses. 
Determines handicap index along with providing 40+ individual stats like those 
maintained for the PGA Touring Professionals. Now used by clubs, leagues, corporations,
etc. GolfClub is Win95 compatible. (Newest File Date: 12-02-95)

GOLFSTAT.ZIP 200,209 12-12-95 GolfStat v1.0a Golf database system for 1 golfer. Features 
unlimited games and it provides summary showing 40+ stats like those maintained for the
PGA touring pros. This program is perfect for maintaining a history of all your golf 
outings. GolfStat is Win95 compatible. (Newest File Date: 12-02-95)

GOLFTR30.ZIP 161,699 12-12-95 GolfTour v3.0a Database system for golf tournaments. 
Used by clubs, leagues, etc. Maintains tournaments, scores, golfers, teams, flights, etc. 
Provides print-outs of all scores, flights, etc. Makes the job of providing tournament 
information so much easier and faster. Unlimited number of tournaments, games, teams, 
and golfers. Registration includes free tech support, free lifetime upgrades, and other 
extras. GolfTour is Win95 compatible (Newest File Date: 12-02-95)

GRADEP4T.ZIP 276,456 12-06-95 GradeBook Power Teacher's Grade Book ver 4.23 use 
either 2-9 week quarters or 3-6 week terms per semester. Teacher developed. Many 
special options and printouts for both elementary and secondary teachers. Prints over 30 
different reports for students, parents, and administrators. Many schools use the progress 
reports for their mid-term mailings to parents. Includes attendance and seating chart 
options. Constantly improved. (Newest File Date: 11-15-95)

GWELL35X.ZIP 140,601 12-03-95 Gravity Well - Interstellar War for Windows. You must battle



for the stars against three computerized opponents. This is a fast-paced action/strategy 
game. Shareware - US $29.95 (Newest File Date: 09-04-95)

GWSW95.ZIP 940,041 12-14-95 Graphic Workshop has gone Win 95 (beta). (Newest File 
Date: 12-06-95) Reviewed in WOLRS29 <W>

HBCL75.ZIP 379,555 12-15-95 Hebrew Calendar For Windows v7.5 - Provides date 
conversion, holidays, anniversaries, Torah/Haftarah readings, sunrise, sunset and zmanim.
Print custom calendars and zmanim lists. New this version: edit month names, holiday 
names and descriptions, and readings; improved anniversary database. Requires 
Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 11-23-95)

HOMEM.ZIP 529,629 11-30-95 Organize! Your Home In Windows v2.20 - the complete home 
inventory system. Great for insurance purposes tracks everything of value in your home 
(and even in a second home) and photographs of each item can be inluded. You can also 
find out the replacement value (or original cost) of any group of items in your home, 
everything owned by a specific person, in a specific location, or of everything. (Newest 
File Date: 10-11-95)

HOTFORMP.ZIP 1,350,919 12-12-95 HotFormz PRO v95La Shareware Edition for Windows. 
The Professional visual forms processor! Create, fill-out (internal), fill-in(pre-printed) 
any form. WYSIWYG, multiple forms, calculations, validations, pick-lists, protected 
fields, OLE2, MAPI, more. 100+ pre-designed forms available! Single, multi, & network 
versions available. (Newest File Date: 12-01-95)

HS31.ZIP 192,333 12-04-95 Home Stretch Horse Racing v3.1 Windows Game This is the most 
realistic (and fun) horse racing and wagering simulation available! Read the past 
performances of all the horses in a race to make wise betting decisions. Realistics odds, 
bets (win, place, show, quinella, exacta), horse graphics, and track sounds. Great! 
Requires Vbrun300 (not in .ZIP file) (Newest File Date: 11-27-95)

HTMLIB20.ZIP 187,468 12-07-95 The HTML Reference Library v2.0: Your one-stop, on-line 
guide to HTML mark-up elements, their uses, meaning and syntax. (Newest File Date: 
10-19-95)

HTMLVIEW.ZIP 286,250 11-18-95 Delphi vcl: adds html 2.0 support controls. (Newest File 
Date: 10-14-95)

HTPE1.ZIP 587,364 11-27-95 Hyperterminal upgrade for win 95 (Newest File Date: 11-09-
95)

HUGOW13.ZIP 694,268 12-09-95 Hugo for Windows v1.3 <ASP> Windows adventure trilogy
for whole family! First game in a series of three cartoon- style puzzle-solving graphics 
adventures set in a haunted house, a whodunit mystery and a menacing jungle. Includes a 
point & click interface (+ optional command line), online help with hints, MIDI music 
and digital sound effects. Req. Win3.1 or Win95. (Newest File Date: 11-22-95)

HW141.ZIP 3,568,370 12-07-95 Hardwood Solitaire 256 and true color Win95 Solitaire Games.
Stunning rendition of three popular solitaire games: Klondike, Pyramid & Golf. V1.41 
Win95 (Newest File Date: 11-03-95)

I2BPRO.ZIP 101,935 12-09-95 Icon 2 Bmp Pro - Converts icons! 3 sizes! Choose From 16x16, 
22x24, and 32x32! Outputs 1 at a time by double clicking, or does the whole directory 
with 1 click! Shareware $10 - Disk And Desk Inc. (Newest File Date: 11-29-95)



ICCAPT11.ZIP 243,966 12-07-95 IconCapturer v1.1 icon manipulation management utility. 
(Newest File Date: 11-04-95)

ICEDIT20.ZIP 145,811 12-03-95 Icon Edit v2.00 - ICon Editor is an Icon display/Edit 
program, a very powerful editor with many features that allows the user to easily design 
Icons. Requires Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 11-11-95)

ICM109B1.ZIP 425,880 11-24-95 I-Comm is a full feature WWW graphical browser and 
modem communication program. It does not require any SLIP/PPP connection. I-
Comm provides a friendly graphical user interface which allows user switching between 
the browser and terminal by one button click. I-Comm supports HTTP, FTP and Gopher, 
X,Y,Z modem protocols, supports batch download, forms, smart disk caching, etc. 
ShareWare. http://www.talentcom.com/ (Newest File Date: 11-01-95)

ICONMA26.ZIP 236,035 12-03-95 Icon Master 2.60 ICon Master is a Icon display/Edit 
program that provides drag and drop from viewer to ed a very powerful editor with 
many features tha allow the user to easily design Icons. The v will display all Icons in a 
directory, full page viewing or may be sized by the user. Fil management capibilities, 
move/copy/delete, ma you icon directories with this utility Requires Vbrun300 (Newest 
File Date: 11-23-95) Reviewed in WOLRS15 <W>

ICOPS11.ZIP 212,565 11-18-95 Password protect windows icons (3.1 & win 95. (Newest File 
Date: 11-03-95)

IDATE30A.ZIP 51,507 12-02-95 IDate is a personal date reminder for Windows. Its relatively 
small size is a great advantage while it has numerous features incorporated with it. IDate 
is ShareWare (US$10.00). This is version 3.00a (Newest File Date: 11-21-95)

IFA400B4.ZIP 546,527 12-03-95 Instant File Access v4.00 Enhances the file dialogs of 
Windows applicaions by adding file/directory recall, long file names, floating file lists, 
file manager functions, etc. Allows Win 3.1x apps to give assign long names to files. 
Allows Win 3.1x apps to view and open Win95 long filenames. (Final Beta) (Newest File 
Date: 10-28-95) Reviewed in WOLRS30 <W>

ILEXFREE.ZIP 381,808 12-02-95 Internet Lexicon 1995 Freeware - Free Internet lexicon and 
networking dictionary for Windows with nearly 1,500 acronyms and terms described, 
defined and cross-referenced. A sample of the PC/Internet Lexicon; contains the complete
Internet Terms and Internet Acronyms modules, the Top Level Domains List and way too 
many smileys. Auto-installing .EXE file with uninstaller. (Newest File Date: 11-21-95)

IMGMAC10.ZIP 832,599 11-26-95 Image Machine v1.0 <ASP> A powerful image processing 
and display program utilizing the latest techniques in multimedia. Import and export 
images in all of the current image formats. Slide show presentations with over 30 
transition effects.Full image processing in all formats. Jigsaw puzzle games allowing you 
to fully implement your image skills. (Newest File Date: 10-27-95)

IMVW95.ZIP 719,998 12-14-95 Image View for Win 95 (32 bit). (Newest File Date: 12-06-95)
INETRIS2.ZIP 179,963 11-26-95 Software Forge iNETRiS 2.0 Multi-player Tetris over 

Internet or on a single machine. (Windows) Competitive play or Auto-handicap option to 
even out game. Can have 8 players. Full chat mode. Sound, gfx and music support Best 
Win Tetris, even one player! (Newest File Date: 10-25-95)

INI240.ZIP 191,284 12-12-95 INI Manager v2.40 - Manage your Windows INI files with this 



program. Understands the internal structure and allows you to search based on section 
headers in large files. Maintains a list of your INI files for easy opening. Requires 
Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 12-02-95)

INML300F.ZIP 1,428,848 11-29-95 Mail Deamons for NT i386 Version 3.00 Email server for 
Windows NT. (Newest File Date: 10-25-95)

IQ23.ZIP 111,765 12-09-95 IQ v2.3: MSWin program for importing stock quotes retrieved 
from an online service into Quicken for Windows, spreadsheets or any Windows app that 
can serve as a Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) client; Tony A. Carey. (Newest File Date: 
11-19-95)

JA95_D1.ZIP 310,378 12-15-95 HP JetAdmin for MSWin 95 allows for mgmt of JetDirect 
connected printers under the MS- Win95 environment; Hewlett Packard [1/3] (Newest 
File Date: 11-17-95)

JA95_D2.ZIP 494,863 12-15-95 HP JetAdmin for MSWin 95 allows for mgmt of JetDirect 
connected printers under the MS- Win95 environment; Hewlett Packard [2/3] (Newest 
File Date: 11-17-95)

JA95_D3.ZIP 420,604 12-15-95 HP JetAdmin for MSWin 95 allows for mgmt of JetDirect 
connected printers under the MS- Win95 environment; Hewlett Packard [3/3] (Newest 
File Date: 11-17-95)

JLEEHELO.ZIP 68,981 11-22-95 Jerry Lee Lewis saying. Hello you good looking thang! great 
for a Windows opener (Newest File Date: 11-11-95) There are far too many WAV files 
added each month for them to be included in this list. Call Windows OnLine for our free 
file lists which are located in directory 497. <W>

KALEID95.ZIP 87,111 11-21-95 Generate stunningly beautiful geometric patterns which can 
even be controlled by music if you have a sound card. Can be used without a sound card
for visually entrancing kaleidoscopic variations. You will be seeing kaleidoscopes in 
every time you close your eyes! Bursting with color and infinite variety, this is no 
ordinary screen saver. Best in 256-color. Enjoy! (Newest File Date: 10-28-95) There are 
far too many screen saver files added each month for them to be included in this list. Call 
Windows OnLine for our free file lists which are located in directory 497. <W>

KALKL101.ZIP 332,425 12-04-95 KALKULATOR v1.01 - A powerful sci/eng calculator for 
Win3.1 and 95. More than 100 functions (stat.distributions, Euler, conditional, user-
defined), function graphs, statistics (mean, s.d., histograms, poly regression), column-
wise operations on stat data. Expression evaluation, unit conversion, save/restore, on-line 
help. Shareware by J.A.Wrotniak. (Newest File Date: 11-13-95)

KEYPLE11.ZIP 366,212 11-20-95 KeysPlease v1.1 - The ultimate addin tool for WinWord 6, 
KeysPlease adds TTFs that resemble the keyboard keys and many other useful 
symbols (disk, CD, Printer, Mouse). Fonts and symbols are selected from an onscreen 
keyboard. Many other features. Word 6 Quick Reference included. MoneyTree Software 
Company $19.95 (Newest File Date: 10-09-95)

LBLWZ24D.ZIP 329,857 11-22-95 Label Wizard version 2.4a WIN32: An all-purpose label 
utility program for Windows 3.x (Win32s), 95, NT. Includes templates for mailing, 
floppy disk labels, audio-visual labels, J-Card labels, and A4 labels. A very versatile 
program that is only limited by your imagination & printer. (Newest File Date: 11-09-95) 



Reviewed in WOLRS37 <W>
LEDCLOK.ZIP 114,169 12-07-95 LED Clock (Free) A clock that runs as a stay-on-top form so 

it is always visible. Displays hours, minutes, seconds. The clock is automatically centered
on the top or bottom of the screen so, it shouldn't interrupt your work. Popup menu lets 
you select position and color. (Newest File Date: 11-27-95)

LOCKTT22.ZIP 234,805 11-30-95 locktt22.zip LOCKtite is a utility designed to help manage 
Windows security. It works with the Program Manager to allow you to easily restrict the
menu, to add or remove program groups from display, and to password protect any app. 
Is is particularly useful where more than one user has access to a computer. Shareware. 
$30 for a single copy or a site licence. (Newest File Date: 11-16-95)

LOTTO117.ZIP 241,925 12-09-95 Universal Lottery System v1.11 Can be setup for any Lottery. 
Databases to keep winning sets of numbers from previous draws. Counts how many 
times numbers have shown up. They are displayed in graph and in grid form. Pick a 
Winner random number generator. Lotto 6/49 data. Excellent On-Line Help. For Win 3.x 
and 95. Rated: Requires Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 12-01-95)

LUNABAR.ZIP 340,224 11-26-95 Lunabar - a Lunar Almanac for Win95's Taskbar V1.00 
<ASP> Places an icon in Win95's taskbar displaying the current moon phase and age. 
Click to open a full lunar almanack disolaying phase; rising, southing, and setting times, 
the constellation & signe of the moon, and more. clySmic Software. Shareware, $9.95. 
(Newest File Date: 10-20-95)

LVSPRO20.ZIP 388,927 11-30-95 (v2.0) Lvsltp20 - Las Vegas Slots - PRO The most realistic 
slot machine simulation. Includes running jackpot that continues to update. As much as 8 
chances to win on each spin. Comes with outstanding graphics and sound effects. If you 
only use one slot machine foe Windows, this is it! (US $19.95) Tim Hirtle, 
102705.2261@compuserve.com (Newest File Date: 11-16-95)

MACROM10.ZIP 290,305 12-03-95 Macro Mania 1.0 Powerful, very easy-to-use program that 
works with any windows program! A power user's dream! Start programs, switch to 
currently running programs, and send key-strokes to programs with one command, just as
if you had started the program and typed in the keys yourself. Additionally, it can switch 
back and forth between programs to transport data via Windows' clipboard using cut, 
copy, and paste functions. (Newest File Date: 11-24-95)

MATCH101.ZIP 511,666 11-27-95 Match Maker (v1.01) Match Maker is an incredibly fun 
memory game for Win 95 and Win3.1! Features great graphics, one and two player 
option, variable levels of complexity and cool sound effects! Shareware. Registration fee:
$5.00. Published by GadgetWare. (Newest File Date: 11-09-95)

MAUVE_D.ZIP 131,745 11-18-95 New TTF - Mauve Decade. (Newest File Date: 10-23-95)
MC32V7B3.ZIP 211,595 12-13-95 Microchart/32 Win95 Drill Design And Charting Aid 

System For Marching Bands. (Newest File Date: 12-03-95)
MCONV111.ZIP 246,643 11-18-95 Master Converter version 1.11 is an easy to use Windows 

utility that can quickly convert to and from over 150 different units in 13 categories. 
Categories include: length, area, volume, mass, power, time, energy, force, temperature, 
and others. Online help included (Newest File Date: 11-07-95)

MEA11.ZIP 970,145 11-21-95 Maximum Exclusion Allowance Calculator for Windows v1.1. 



Calculate the maximum amount the IRS allows teachers, educators, and others who have 
403(b) tax shelters to contribute each year. A superb income tax planning tool! Requires 
Windows 3.0 or higher and a printer. ImagiSOFT, Inc. <ASP> (Newest File Date: 11-06-
95)

MEDIT160.ZIP 193,979 12-14-95 Medit v1.60 - A multiple document editor for large 
documents as well as word wrap, drag and drop. Calendar, calculator. (Newest File Date: 
11-29-95)

MEMNOTE.ZIP 362,279 11-20-95 Memory notifier for windows (Newest File Date: 09-28-95)
MEMPRO95.ZIP 559,606 11-16-95 Great memory compacting and information program. 

(Newest File Date: 10-11-95)
METZD312.ZIP 356,966 12-02-95 Metz Dialer 3.12 Speedy auto dialer for Windows! Metz 

Dialer quickly and accurately dials phone numbers using your Hayes compatible modem. 
With a user definable HotKey, you can dial numbers directly from any Windows app. 
Dialer will also keep a list of your favorite names and numbers for quick reference and 
dialing. (Newest File Date: 10-30-95) Reviewed in WOLRS44 <W>

METZS216.ZIP 383,796 12-02-95 Metz Scheduler 2.16 Automatic app and document 
scheduler. Metz Scheduler saves you time by automatically launching your apps. With 
Metz Scheduler you can schedule apps to run unattended at night to perform tasks like 
backups, disk compression or virus scanning. You can also use Scheduler to display 
messages. (Newest File Date: 10-30-95)

MFLG3215.ZIP 66,142 11-27-95 MailFlag version 1.5 Shareware Windows utility to provide 
enhanced new-mail notification with MS Mail 3.x & Exchange 4. Features: repeating 
audio alerts (beep or .WAV file); popup window allows "remind me later", activate Mail, 
delete read receipts; popup shows sender,subject, whether files attached, receipt 
requested. All options configurable. (Newest File Date: 11-11-95)

MFTC15C.ZIP 577,331 12-05-95 MFTC: Mutual Fund Tax Calculator, v1.5c - RCCO 
Research. Win3.1 or greater. MFTC provides a facility for determining the tax cost of 
redeemed shares (full or partial) in one or more mutual fund accounts. For IRS Form 
1040 Schedule D filers. Computes divs, CG distribs, sales, purchases on an average- cost 
basis. Report Writer. (Newest File Date: 11-14-95)

MILLEWLK.ZIP 9,803 11-29-95 Worl for Win 6.0+ doc: Hints and tips for playing 
Millenium: Altered Destinies, 1995 PC CD-ROM game by Take 2 Interactive, really 
informative! (Newest File Date: 11-14-95)

MLAUDIT.ZIP 10,998 12-02-95 ModemLog Audit 1.0 converts Win95 Modem Log into a 
clear, concise report of dates, times, durations and quantity of data for each modem 
session. Prints the entire file or selections as well as exports Comma-delimited ASCII file
for further analysis. Shareware (5.00). (Newest File Date: 11-23-95)

MLIST460.ZIP 104,331 11-19-95 Mlist.VBX - is a custom control for presenting column data
in a normal Windows list box. It allows you to set up columns using different formatting 
attributes, and you don't have to use a non-proportional font in order to get your columns 
to line up. Description Copyright 1995 PsL (Newest File Date: 09-06-95)

MM95US.ZIP 320,289 12-13-95 Mobymail Win95 Mapi Transport Provider For Sending And 
Receiving Messages to Cellular Phones. (Newest File Date: 12-04-95)



MNOCHEAT.ZIP 37,014 11-19-95 Cheat for Monopoly (Win95 version) Version 1.0 (Newest 
File Date: 11-15-95)

MODPEE10.ZIP 1,387,926 12-08-95 Hierarchical file dependency mapping program. Allows 
printing of relationships between DLL's, VBX's and other Windows modules as well 
as hidden or imbedded information. Designed for 16-bit Windows modules. Win95 
compatible. (Newest File Date: 11-19-95)

MONTAN14.ZIP 47,608 12-01-95 Montana Solitaire for Windows is as easy or as challenging 
as you want to make it. All 52 cards are dealt face up into 4 rows, then the aces are 
removed. Your mission is to arrange the cards in order by suit in the fewest number of 
moves and shuffles. Features: - Three eye-saving card styles - Two ways to beat the 
record (fewest shuffles, fewest moves) - Quote displayed upon winning (over 100 
entertaining quotes). (Newest File Date: 11-18-95)

MPTHS120.ZIP 816,530 12-03-95 Creates mapping files for clickable image maps. Reqs 
32bit Windows & your own web pages (Newest File Date: 11-21-95)

MRYDTT.ZIP 77,170 11-16-95 Marydale TrueType display font based on one's hand-lettering 
(think of Adobe Tekton with personality); now w/full character set, revised letterspacing, 
& more accurate vertical scaling of heavier weights. (Newest File Date: 10-22-95)

MSCPLS35.ZIP 506,425 11-24-95 Music+ 3.5 for Windows is a very simple to use database for
keeping track of all your music collection. It supports CD's, DAT's, tapes, and LP's. A 
recording utility is included fo those of you who enjoy creating compilations of your 
favorite recordings. A search utility is also included to search any song, artist o album in 
your database. -Requires Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 11-05-95)

MSGBOX12.ZIP 67,502 11-24-95 VB4 add-in to design message and input boxes. Message 
box designer and input box designer Are VB 4.0 add-ins. Message box designer is a front 
end for the VB msgbox procedure/function and input box designer is for inputbox. Both 
Support All (Newest File Date: 11-01-95)

MSGBX121.ZIP 66,951 11-16-95 Message Box Designer v1.21: VB 4.0 add-in that is a 
frontend for creating code for message boxes; supports VB4's help context sensitive 
message boxes. (Newest File Date: 11-01-95)

MSTWIN10.ZIP 139,978 11-18-95 The 16 bit Windows Automated Episode Guide v 1.0w for 
Mystery Science Theater 3000. This is a full featured Windows program that makes it 
easy to view information on the popular Comedy Central TV Show MST3K. (Newest 
File Date: 11-04-95)

MSWLGO41.ZIP 864,735 11-20-95 Logo Languge For Windows. MSwlogo 4.1 is a language 
based on Lisp. This implementation extends the language to include Window bitmaps, 
examples, online hypertext help and a demo. Req: 386 Cpu, Win3.1 & 4meg (Newest File
Date: 09-18-95)

MTW15.ZIP 349,022 12-09-95 Create your own cookery books with MenuTracker for 
Windows. (Newest File Date: 11-21-95)

MWAP12.ZIP 162,759 11-20-95 Medlin Windows Accounts Payable <ASP> A fast, easy to use 
A/P and check writing program for small businesses. Prints reports for any period or 
combination of periods. Reports can be previewed on screen and saved to a file. An 
easily-modified standard chart of accounts in included. Invoices are entered, marked for 



payment and checks written from a single screen. $38 (Newest File Date: 10-19-95)
MWGL12.ZIP 151,550 11-20-95 Medlin Windows General Ledger <ASP> A fast, easy to use 

double entry general ledger program for small businesses. Prints general ledger, 
transaction listing, income statement and balance sheet reports for any period or 
combination of periods. Reports can be previewed on screen and saved to a file. An 
easily-modified standard chart of accounts in included. $38 (Newest File Date: 10-19-95)

MWPR20.ZIP 148,045 11-21-95 MWPR - Medlin Windows Payroll Writing <ASP> From 
Medlin Accounting Shareware. Complete easy to use payroll writing program. Built-in 
state & federal tables. Up to 4 user set deductions allow for tips, 401k, medical 
deductions, disability insurance, local taxes, etc. Up to 3 other income fields. Print reports
for any period. Registered users receive W-2 printing program. $38 (Newest File Date: 
10-19-95)

MYVWER17.ZIP 276,508 11-27-95 My Picture Viewer v1.7: fully featured MSWin (and 95) 
graphics viewer that supports BMP, DCX, EPS, JPG, GIF, IMG, TIF, PCX, TIF, TGA, 
WMF, WPG, etc. File types that can be changed to GIF, PCX, TIF, BMP, JPG, EPS, or 
DCX; also supports printing; can name and configure up to 20 different picture shows 
w/20 pictures in each; req Vbrun300; AA Zoftware. (Newest File Date: 11-12-95)

NETBUDDY.ZIP 209,150 11-19-95 Web watching tool - freeware. (Newest File Date: 09-16-
95)

NOS01-WB.ZIP 216,182 12-09-95 PDF: Using LANtastic for DOS/Windows (Newest File 
Date: 10-26-95)

NOS02-WB.ZIP 101,155 12-09-95 PDF: Printing with LANtastic. (Newest File Date: 10-26-
95)

NOS03_WB.ZIP 117,852 12-09-95 PDf: Setting up Lantastic Accounts/Security. (Newest File 
Date: 10-26-95)

NOS05-WB.ZIP 360,485 12-09-95 PDF: Control Dir Maintenance/Remote Server. (Newest 
File Date: 10-26-95)

NOS06-WB.ZIP 169,488 12-09-95 PDF: Install/configure ethernet Remote Boot ROMs. 
(Newest File Date: 10-26-95)

NOS11-WB.ZIP 262,881 12-09-95 PDF: Using NDIS with LANtastic. (Newest File Date: 10-
26-95)

NOS14-WB.ZIP 286,471 12-10-95 PDF: Fundamentals of NETBios/LANtastic networks. 
(Newest File Date: 10-26-95)

NOS15-TM.ZIP 103,730 12-10-95 PDF: LANtastic Performance Optimization. (Newest File 
Date: 10-26-95)

NOS61INS.ZIP 46,590 12-10-95 PDf: Install/Configure Lantastic Power Suite. (Newest File 
Date: 10-26-95)

NPWFX16C.ZIP 2,752,435 11-19-95 Virtual reality pluggin for netscape 2.0 only (Newest 
File Date: 11-06-95) Huh? <W>

NSICON.ZIP 380,689 11-26-95 NeoSoft's Icon Editor makes it easy to create and edit Windows
icons. Reads icons from ICO, BMP, EXE and DLL format files. Tools include: brush, 



line, circles, rect- angle, flood, rotate, flip, area select, text, nudge and zoom. Edits 
multiple icons in each session, for easy cut and paste between images. Also features 
context- sensitive help, undo, Windows clipboard support & more. Requires: Win3.1 +. 
(Newest File Date: 11-01-95)

NSVIEW.ZIP 513,551 11-26-95 NeoSoft Viewer: a Windows-based utility which lets you look 
at the contents of files on your drives. Views as text, in hex, previews image files, plays
AVI and WAV files, lists files contained inside ZIP/Lzh archive files, displays and 
uncompresses ZIP/Lzh format files, launches programs and much more! The ultimate 
list/viewer/browser! Requires: Win3.1+; mouse & hard disk. From NeoSoft Corp. 
(Newest File Date: 10-18-95)

NTS_100E.ZIP 528,210 11-21-95 VirusScan for Windows NT DOS box by McAfee, Inc. 
Scans and cleans PC's/LAN's for known and new viruses. Requires Windows NT 3.5+. 
Version 100 (9510) (Newest File Date: 11-06-95)

NTSNTP23.ZIP 167,572 12-10-95 WinSNTP Win95 implementation of the Simple Network 
Time Protocol and runs as a Windows app. SNTP is a subset of the Network Time 
Protocol described in RFC-1305. NTP is a set of algorithms and protocol that is designed 
to keep a distributed set of computer clocks synchronized to the correct time with a very 
high degree of accuracy. (Newest File Date: 10-31-95)

ODOM110.ZIP 214,074 11-26-95 Mouse Odometer (v1.10) Desktop gadget for Win95 and 
Win3.1! New version now includes "MicroMode" to use even less desktop space. How 
far do you move your mouse each day? You'll soon know with Mouse Odometer! 
Features an exclusive "cleaning alarm". Awesome graphics and animation make this 
odometer look like the real thing! Other features include selectable english and metric 
units of measure, corner snap, always in front, autostart and more. Mouse Odometer is 
also "polite" to the Win95 task bar! This program is not to be missed! Shareware. 
Registration fee: $5.00. Registered users of previous version need not register again. 
Published by GadgetWare. (Newest File Date: 11-06-95)

OLE32UPD.ZIP 300,208 12-14-95 Ole 32 update to fix word & excel 7 data pro. (Newest File
Date: 12-11-95)

OLXWIN1B.ZIP 426,917 12-06-95 OLXWin 1.00b patch release. This patch will update both 
versions 1.00 and 1.00a to 1.00b. This is for the registered version of OLXWin only. 
(Newest File Date: 11-28-95)

P2DISK21.ZIP 474,385 12-14-95 Print2Disk v2.1 - Especially for fax users. Redirect your 
windows reports from paper to one of 4 graphic formats (BMP, DCX, PCX, TIFF). 
Features six activation modes: dialog box, sendkeys, text file, DDE, DOS environ var. 
and cmd line. Req. Win3.1x & Vbrun300 (NOT WIN95 or NT Compatible). (Newest File
Date: 11-18-95)

PARAS111.ZIP 431,309 12-03-95 Paradise Solitaire - 30 excellent solitaire games for Win3.1. 
Contains multiple decks, 2 card sizes, 6 backgrounds, and lots of sounds. Support for 
saved games, undo, and auto-play. Games include: Beleageured Castle, Canfield, Clock, 
Dutchess, Four Seasons, Golf, Klondike, Montana, Pyramid, Spiderette, plus 20 more 
games when you register. You also get a Windows95 version when you register. (Newest 
File Date: 11-15-95)



PASSGN30.ZIP 154,779 11-17-95 Random Password Generator v3.0: MSWin util that will 
randomly select from a group of #, letters or both and select passwords; you have the 
ability to identify up to 2000 different passwords, using as many as 82 characters per 
password and you can copy selected passwords or save them all to a text file; req 
Vbrun300, (Newest File Date: 10-19-95)

PDHPR101.ZIP 547,728 12-02-95 Prairie Dog Hunt PRO (TM) - The 3rd and best in the 
award winning Prairie Dog series from Diversions Software. 360 degrees of freedom, 
fully animated Prairie Dogs, zoomable weapon sight, authentic sound effects, high scores,
multiple skill levels. Hours of mindless destruction! Req Vbrun300. Version 1.01. 
(Newest File Date: 11-23-95)

PETMT14A.ZIP 183,379 12-15-95 Peter's Many Things 1.4A for Windows Maintain a list of 
scraps of information Various filters regroup the list. Three files of 800 items. And/Or 
search. Group copy, paste. Fixes error in 1.3 Doubleclick speed searches. Select colors 
(Newest File Date: 12-12-95)

PFOCUS30.ZIP 1,012,412 12-14-95 PageFocus v3.0 - Combines drawing, form create/fill, 
database and desktop/online publishing functions for Win3.1 and up users. Feature-
Packed. Extensive graphic object types, text, field and tables for creating 
forms/graphics/docs. Runtime system for data entry and database create/retrieval, etc. For
everyday communication, company/ personalized forms, cards, catalog, books, etc. 
Creative Stars, Inc. CIS 102337,1132 (Newest File Date: 11-29-95)

PG64V21G.ZIP 880,739 11-17-95 Stb powergraph64 v2.11g windows drivers. (Newest File 
Date: 10-05-95)

PGPW41.ZIP 685,789 12-03-95 WinPGP 4.1 Maintenance release of WinPGP 16bit. This 
release corrects bugs in version 4.0 and is a complete replacement. (Newest File Date: 11-
18-95)

PIC260.ZIP 160,768 12-10-95 Picture View v2.60 - PIC View will allow you to scan directories
for windows picture files /bmp/icon/wmf. Display 40 in an enlarged format and select 
from the display to move, copy, delete. (Newest File Date: 11-23-95)

PLAYTIME.ZIP 7,553 11-18-95 ROTT Mapper Deluxe v2.0. This is a Windows based editor 
for Apogee's Rise of the Triad game. Written by Cody Ellsworth, you can alter the 
existing game levels, or create your own from scratch! Shareware. This program is not 
written or supported by Apogee Software. If you're a fan of ROTT, get this! (Newest File 
Date: 11-09-95)

PLX95FIX.ZIP 28,504 12-03-95 Replace your existing Plexmenu.Hlp file with this adjusted file 
to fix the minor display bug when using your copy of PC Lexicon Freeware on a Win95 
system. (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

PMW3111.ZIP 75,196 11-24-95 Utility for forcing the W4WG Print Manager to stay loaded 
for servicing print jobs. Perfect for any consultant tired of getting calls from a client 
saying their printers aren't working. Written by Brad Choate of Choate Consulting 501-
279-2584, choate@cswnet.com (Newest File Date: 11-21-95)

POLYV220.ZIP 417,896 12-03-95 PolyView v2.20 - shareware image viewer, file converter, 
and printing utility for Windows NT and Win95 (Newest File Date: 11-19-95)

POSTER21.ZIP 130,987 12-03-95 Poster lets you easily create large posters, signs, and 



banners, up to 9 feet by 9 feet. Poster enlarges all text and graphics, and tiles the output 
over multiple pages. Poster is great for making posters for presentations for 
school,work,4H,scouts,etc. You can also enlarge clip-art & photo-CDs for will size 
murals. Requires win3.1 or Win95. Supports all true-t fonts.Imports BMP and WMF 
files.Supports OLE. Includes drawing tools. Supports most printers & color.Shareware-
US$1 (Newest File Date: 11-26-95)

PSOL95.ZIP 487,883 11-29-95 Paradise Solitaire - 30 excellent solitaire games for Windows95.
Contains multiple decks, 2 card sizes, 6 backgrounds, and lots of sounds. Support for 
saved games, undo, and auto-play. Games include: Beleageured Castle, Canfield, Clock, 
Dutchess, Four Seasons, Golf, Klondike, Montana, Pyramid, Spiderette, plus 20 more 
games when you register. You also get a Win3.1 version when you register. (Newest File 
Date: 11-15-95)

QLOOKUPS.ZIP 538,916 12-05-95 QuickLOOKups - calculates shipping charges calculator 
for United Parcel Service shippers located in the continous 48 states. It can find rates 
and zones from the zip code entered. Other features include support for Saturday delivery
charges and COD charges, the ability to compute dimensional weights, more. [WIN31] 
(Newest File Date: 09-06-95)

REM251.ZIP 71,746 11-23-95 Reminder - is a date and appointment reminder for Windows. 
Once-only events are automatically deleted when they expire. Description Copyright 
1995 PsL (Newest File Date: 09-12-95)

REMSCR12.ZIP 14,679 11-26-95 REMSCR v1.20: ToolBook script remover for Asymetrix 
MMTB apps; Thomas Lopatic. (Newest File Date: 10-17-95)

REPL206B.ZIP 491,462 11-25-95 Find And Replace v2.06B: add-in library for MS-Access 2.0
that provides a find/replace function for tables, queries, forms, reports, macros, and 
modules; can be used to change names of objects through the entire database & more; 
Rick Fisher. (Newest File Date: 11-09-95)

RESTRT95.ZIP 21,986 11-29-95 Win 95: Re-Start for Win95. Re-Starts Win95 faster than Win 
95 can and its just as safe. Just run install program and "Re-Start" icon will be place on 
your desktop. Shareware. C source code is available. (Newest File Date: 11-01-95)

RPM22AA.ZIP 97,968 11-29-95 Signature Font v2.2aa for Windows - Increase the impact of 
your faxes and letters: add your handwritten signature to documents created in Word 
and other Windows apps with a signature font, right from the keyboard. Much easier to 
use than bitmap graphic files and higher in quality, signature fonts are convenient, 
powerful and very personal. This demonstration contains the complete User's Manual and
sample signatures of famous people (Newest File Date: 11-19-95)

RPTVU21.ZIP 730,164 12-10-95 RptView V2.1 report viewer and data extract syst - View, 
print, and extract information from reports generated from other systems and stored as 
ASCII files on your PC or network drives. Parse N Copy functionality which takes 
selected or highlighted text, parses the text into individual fields and copies the parsed 
data to the Window's Clipboard for pasting into data which can then be pasted into 
spreadsheets and database apps. (Newest File Date: 10-28-95)

RTC_05B1.ZIP 1,082,937 12-13-95 Rted 0.5 Beta 1 Win95 ray tracing program with an 
integrated editor (Newest File Date: 12-01-95)



SBIDE_95.ZIP 30,315 11-24-95 Latest Sound Blaster CD-Rom files for Win95 (Newest File 
Date: 10-09-95)

SCARLT11.ZIP 413,253 11-30-95 Study in Scarlet (E-Book) v1.1: MSWin OmniMedia 
Electronic Book - "Study in Scarlet"; (Newest File Date: 09-17-95)

SCNR1195.ZIP 654,687 12-10-95 Winfax 7.0 scanner update (from delrina). (Newest File 
Date: 11-20-95)

SCNVRS51.ZIP 40,801 11-18-95 Super Conversions v5.1: MSWin pkg w/over 4800 
conversions for distance, area, volume, weight, power, pressure, time, temperature, 
energy, force, acceleration, illuminance, concentration, electrical current, hydraulics 
density, velocity, and viscosity; point and click; Matt E. Hart. (Newest File Date: 10-24-
95)

SCYTAL12.ZIP 370,546 11-26-95 - Scytale version 1.2 - Brings the convenience of Windows to 
encrypting, decrypting data with PGP. Clipboard encryption. Key management. 
Wiping feature included. Drag'n Drop. Six dictionaries of common passwords. PGP 
Startup Guide. Remove Procedure. Req: Win3.1+, 386+. <Freeware> (Newest File Date: 
11-04-95)

SEARCH12.ZIP 169,125 11-28-95 Windows utility to build internet web pages with small gif 
images that can be clicked to allow the user to download the full jpeg file. (Newest File 
Date: 10-25-95)

SEMP221.ZIP 557,584 12-10-95 SemPoint v2.21 - the 1st Windows Offline Reader useful to 
bbs callers and fidonet points or sysops alike. Supports QWK, BlueWave, Mc-Link's 
X)press and Usenet newsgroups mail packets, as well as permanent message bases in 
*.MSG (Fido), Hudson, Squish, JAM end EzyCom formats. English, Italian and French. 
TIC and Toto, too. (Newest File Date: 11-26-95)

SER95B13.ZIP 367,137 12-15-95 Sermon Tracker 95 32-bit Win95 app that helps Pastors keep 
track of their sermons. This is still in beta and I would greatly appreciate beta testers! 
(Newest File Date: 10-18-95)

SGRAB170.ZIP 111,634 12-04-95 Screen Grab 1.70 Screen Grabber will allow you to capture 
any area of the screen and then call paintbrush to edit/modify, maintains a directory for 
BMP files, Requires Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 11-23-95)

SHELUP.ZIP 395,253 12-10-95 A shell update for Win95 from MS. (Newest File Date: 11-22-
95)

SHIDAO37.ZIP 885,553 11-18-95 Shih Dao v3.7 from Digital Empires (256 colors). Now with 
added Boards and tilesets. More free available. Based on a game played in ancient China,
Shih Dao is the ultimate in strategy. Test your will and skill and see if you can become a 
Master. Multi boards and tilesets. Works with Win95. Featuring fantastic 256 color 
graphics and digitized sound effects. REQ: Win 3.1, 256 color driver. (Newest File Date: 
10-26-95)

SHITIL7.ZIP 8,449 11-22-95 Free tileset for Shih Dao v3.7+ only: Shaped holes, transparent 
type tile. Includes tile and mask. Requires Shih Dao for Windows (SHIDAO .ZIP). 
(Newest File Date: 10-12-95)

SHOVIT10.ZIP 13,716 12-08-95 ShoveIt 1.0 for Win95 This little utility fixes a bug in Win95 



that appears when the taskbar is docked on the top of the screen (like a Mac) instead of 
the bottom. The problem is that new app windows sometimes appear underneath the 
taskbar so you can't click their caption bar. Freeware. (Newest File Date: 11-29-95)

SHUTTL15.ZIP 566,036 11-30-95 Freeware game for windows. Requires 486DX and WIN3.1 
Aliens attack earth and you must save the planet. (Newest File Date: 09-29-95)

SIGNFNT2.ZIP 102,682 11-22-95 My Signature v 2.0 Convert your signature into a MSWin 
TTF! (Newest File Date: 11-12-95)

SMITH31.ZIP 350,766 11-20-95 Money Smith (TM) V3.1 <ASP> - Award winning double 
entry accounting for Win3.1! Winner of 1995 Shareware Industry Award and 1994 Ziff-
Davis PC Magazine Shareware Award. Double entry accounting, financial calculator and 
investment tracking suitable for personal and small business use. Outstanding updated 
interface - fast and painless to use. (Newest File Date: 09-28-95) Reviewed in WOLRS27
<W>

SNAP254.ZIP 297,942 12-05-95 Snapshot/32 version 2.54 automatically captures Win95/NT 
screens. Now with the new progressive JPEG format and enhanced BMP and GIF 
options! Use hotkeys you define to grab your desktop, a window, client, or user-defined 
area. Include cursor images in your captures! Print captures with frames, in reverse or 
black and white. Save as BMP or GIF files interlaced or transparent for the World Wide 
Web, or copy them to the clipboard. Snapshot/32 goes where no screen capture utility has
gone before! (Newest File Date: 11-24-95)

SP1411.ZIP 585,263 11-21-95 SP1411 Compaq PC Diagnostics for Windows Version 1.06 Rev 
B. P/n 181312-009 Use with: Deskpro/M, Deskpro/i, Deskpro XE, Deskpro XL, Presario,
ProLinea, Contura, Contura Aero, Contura 400, LTE Lite, LTE Elite, and LTE 5000 
Families, Portable 486/486c (Newest File Date: 10-20-95)

SPACE285.ZIP 164,870 12-13-95 Space Manager v2.85 - Space manager will search your disk 
for wasted space taken up by duplicate DLL files or any you specify. Provides an 
anaysis report as well as a detailed report of space used. Drop to archive or delete. 
(Newest File Date: 12-02-95)

SPICE11.ZIP 131,252 11-27-95 SPICE v1.1 - Shareware program that will change your 
desktop wallpaper at a user specified interval for Win95. Fee - $3.50 (Newest File 
Date: 11-11-95)

SPRSOL11.ZIP 504,403 12-02-95 Super Marble Solitaire v1.10 <ASP> Challenging puzzle for 
Win95. This game not only allows you to play on different style boards with animated 
pieces, you can even design you own board! Name your board design and enter your 
name as the designer! There is extensive online documentation that tells you how to play 
well by using "move patterns". From Wrenware (TM). (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

SRCP20.ZIP 199,623 11-30-95 Source Printer 2.0 (Windows) prints your code so that it is easy
to read. Preserves indented blocks and intelligently word wraps. Specify different fonts 
for normal and commented code. Specify headers/footers, char/line spacing and more. 
Supports drag/drop, Clipboard. Interprets comments for a number of languages 
(Assembler, Basic,C, C ,Cobol, Fortran, Lisp, Pascal, POVRay, Clipper). Specify a user 
defined comment format to handle almost any other programming language. Source 
Printer is shareware. (Newest File Date: 11-16-95)



STIL19R2.ZIP 205,955 12-07-95 Stiletto v1.9r2. Tiny 3.1x bar launcher/utility featuring: small
footprint (fits in title bar); any mouse button starts a command; multiple bars; direct 
access to prog mgr/shell commands; multiple launch menus/submenus; task switch, close,
on top; time/date, resource usage, timers; over 50 built-in commands; alarms; sound, 
paper control. V1.9r2 adds up to 50 named menus; full hot key support; win95 
awareness; more. (Newest File Date: 11-15-95)

STRACK1.ZIP 1,378,523 12-05-95 Soffront Track for Windows demo disk 1 of 2. Database 
management system to help track bugs, customers, projects, and more. Based upon 
standard DBF's, extensive import/export/merge capability, good query/reporting, strong 
customization capability. Install through a:setup.exe in windows. (Newest File Date: 10-
04-95)

STRACK2.ZIP 1,096,938 12-05-95 Soffront Track for Windows demo disk 2 of 2. Load this disk
with strack1.zip for a functional demo of an excellent bug tracking database management 
system. The demo is time limited to the end of the year, so download this quickly if you 
are interested. (Newest File Date: 10-04-95)

SWATCH12.ZIP 38,321 11-29-95 SocketWatch synchronizes the PC clock with the global 
time services. A must for Timex Datalink users. You can now set your watch from your 
PC. SocketWatch uses the integrated services of Win95 to connect to internet and to get 
your timezone and daylight savings time information, making it foolproof to set-up and 
use. New version 1.2 (Newest File Date: 10-27-95)

SYMTOY10.ZIP 906,031 12-10-95 Symmetoy v1.0 <ASP> - Win3.1, Win95 Requires 
Vbrun300, available seperately. A Windows program for creating paint patterns, 
symmetry roses, tesselated art and symmetrically decorated 3D polyhedron models. 
Easy to learn and fun to use. Includes extensive online help. Appropriate for all ages, but 
especially for ages 8 to adult. Registered version available from Hufnagel Software $40. 
(Newest File Date: 11-27-95)

TABNOTES.ZIP 493,873 12-07-95 TabNotes Multi-Tabbed Text Editor v1.31 Designed to be a 
direct replacement for Notepad. Enhancements include Search and Replace, the use of 
fonts, the ability to have several files open at once and the ability to use file folders for 
grouping related files. Contains special features for working with INI files. Requires 
Win3.1 or later. Reusable Objects, Inc. (Newest File Date: 11-19-95)

TB95PRE2.ZIP 849,075 12-11-95 Turbo Browser-The super file manager for Win95. Replace 
Explorer and a raft of utilities with one compact integrated program Find, view, convert, 
zip, copy/move/delete & organize files one at a time or all at once. (Newest File Date: 11-
30-95)

TBAVW651.ZIP 740,197 11-23-95 TBAV for DOS version 3.0 (DOS 5.0 or later recommended) 
TBAV for Windows version 3.1x (Newest File Date: 11-16-95)

TCP_ITC.ZIP 78,032 12-10-95 PDf: Lan 4 TCP/IP- Install/ts/configuration. (Newest File 
Date: 10-26-95)

TDC_V1_1.ZIP 6,990 12-10-95 Tempo-Delay Calculator v1.1: MSWin pgm which allows you 
to set your analog/digital delay or echo unit to be synchronized w/the rythmn of your 
music; you can set it to repeat it's delay on every quarter note (every beat), or any of the 
other note time values in the Note Value box; Fred Siegle. (Newest File Date: 11-11-95)



TEPEST11.ZIP 89,628 12-06-95 TEP v1.1: MSWin estimating package for MS-Access; 
import/export data to other formats; enter your information and generate professional 
estimate reports which include overheads and profits; Mark C. (Newest File Date: 11-17-
95)

TLC20_SW.ZIP 743,084 12-15-95 TLC v2.0 - 9 VBX's; Adv. Lists & Trees; Images - A 
powerful set of nine list and tree controls used to manipulate, query and display data. 
Features: expand/collapse, unlimited images and styles, file read/write, parsing, 
searching, borders, popup, shading, custom item size and placement, 3D text, formatted 
text to display multiple colors and font attributes. Use custom ImageBags and StyleBags 
to quickly change a program's appearnce or share them between many controls to manage
complex projects. Define different styles and images for Parent, Child. (Newest File 
Date: 11-29-95)

TMTR110.ZIP 165,520 12-10-95 (v1.1.0) TimeTracker for Windows app for recording time 
tasks, useful anyone who bills for time or just wants a simple solution for keeping track 
of time events and charges. Shareware (US$ 20.- MC/Visa/AmEx) Partial feature list: - 
start/stop and pause/resume button - cut, copy, paste, delete time records - multi-
document interface - print / print preview time events report - time display increment of 
1, 6, 15 min. - export time events to tab delimited file - extensive online help - MS help 
format - automatic charge calculation - automatic document total charge and total time 
calculation - default hourly rate preference setting - houly rate settable per document - 
app Window compaction option for minimal screen usage (Newest File Date: 11-30-95)

TORISAN3.ZIP 29,099 11-27-95 Driver for Sanyo 4x3CD CXDR for Win95. (Newest File 
Date: 11-10-95)

TOSWIN10.ZIP 87,408 12-10-95 The 16 bit Windows Automated Episode Guide v 1.0w for 
the original Star Trek, a full-featured Windows program that makes it easy to view 
information on the popular original Star Trek series. (Newest File Date: 11-30-95)

TPW32_10.ZIP 46,156 12-13-95 TPW32 v1.00 This is a package containing units to add 32-bit 
functions to Borland Pascal for Windows and Delphi 16-bit programs running under 
Win95 or Windows NT. The units implement some of the Win32 API, but also provide a 
means for people to call functions in 32-bit DLLs when running under a 32-bit version of 
Windows. This package is released into the public domain. (Newest File Date: 11-15-95)

TPWINS32.ZIP 462,395 12-04-95 TracePlus32/Winsock 32 bit Winsock debugging facility 
(Newest File Date: 11-14-95)

TRAYICON.ZIP 60,985 11-19-95 TrayIcon for Win95 TrayIcon was developed to provide one 
click access to apps. TrayIcons is simple to use. The first time you run TrayIcons, you 
will be prompted to enter information about the first icon that will be displayed in the 
tray. (Newest File Date: 10-30-95)

TRI94W95.ZIP 75,607 12-10-95 Win95 Trident Video Drivers for 9440 cards. (Newest File 
Date: 09-22-95)

TTP31V10.ZIP 376,924 11-18-95 Text To Paper for Win3.1 v1.0 <ASP> - Fast, versatile 
printing of text and source code. Style based format options are auto selected based on 
filespec. Includes options for orient, margin, font, N-up pages, headers, borders, line/char 
spacing, tabs, word wrap, line numbers, intelligent content based pagination and more! 



Manages multiple files as a single print job, allowing user to print all, selected, or only 
modified files. (Newest File Date: 11-02-95)

TTRICKS.ZIP 53,302 12-07-95 90 undocumented tricks and tips for WIN95 (Newest File 
Date: 10-01-95)

TWEAKUI.ZIP 27,334 11-19-95 Excellent Win95 UI enhancements from MS this is a control 
panel extension that allows you to change all sorts of things that would otherwise require
editing the windows registry directly, and some that normally couldn't be done at all. 
From MS. They do not support this program. (Newest File Date: 09-25-95) Very nice - 
and from the MS gurus also! <W>

TWSK95B4.ZIP 135,616 11-25-95 Beta 4 Release of Trumpet Winsock for Win95 (Newest 
File Date: 11-21-95)

TXP32131.ZIP 720,000 12-10-95 Textpad 1.31: Ziff-Davis 1995 Award winner. "TextPad is the 
BEST 32-bit text editor I've seen! It's fast, loaded with features, and beautifully done. 
Get it!" - Dr File Finder. "Setting new standards. 10/10" - PC Plus. "Best editor for 
Windows that we've ever seen" - Windows User. Available for Win95/NT & Win3.1. 
(Newest File Date: 11-11-95)

UC96.ZIP 92,181 12-01-95 Unit Conversion 96 is a unit converter that is simple to use and 
needs minimum keystrokes to get the conversion. It also comes with percentage/solution 
calculation and a simple loan calculator that you may like. Many unit conversion may be 
simultaneously opened and used. For Win3.1. Registration fee is only $5.00. Free update 
for registered users of the previous versions. (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

UCNVRT12.ZIP 144,445 11-30-95 U-Convert-It v1.20 - Units conversion utility for Windows! 
The fastest and easiest way to convert units from metric to english or back. Simple to use 
interface also features a built in calculator with many functions. Also. accuracy 
formatting, unit swapping, clipboard functions. Saves all your personal settings. Linear, 
weight, temperature, velocity, volume & more! Shareware - Requires Vbrun300 and 
Threed.vbx. (Newest File Date: 11-14-95)

USC21.ZIP 90,930 12-05-95 The Ultimate Solitaire Collection v2.1 A Windows Game This SW
version of USC includes three fully-working solitaire games (Klondike, Monte Carlo and 
Four Seasons). Also includes rules and strategies for a total of 9 solitaire games. Beautiful
card designs (they look real). Fantastic! Requires Vbrun300 (not in .ZIP file) (Newest 
File Date: 11-27-95)

UWJ40B.ZIP 1,244,679 11-29-95 Union way chinese/korean/japanese languages together 
under same MSWin browser. Demo (Newest File Date: 09-26-95)

UZEVP130.ZIP 183,783 11-29-95 Uzevprof - Windows Event Profiler - Uzful Software v1.20 
Released 8 January, 1995. A MSWin 3.x app to statistically profile Windows events. This 
tool allows you to find out the hidden costs of other programs, by statistically examining 
the Windows events they generate and consume (in relation to the other active apps). 
(Newest File Date: 11-13-95)

UZPWR151.ZIP 81,959 11-29-95 Uzpower - Laptop Power Monitor - Uzful Software v1.40 
Released 8 April, 1995. A MSWin 3.x battery power monitor for power-managed laptop 
and desktop computers which do not have this critical feature. Unmistakeably warns if 
battery power goes to low and critical level. Estimates remaining battery life. Included is 



an APM examination utility. (Newest File Date: 11-13-95)
V14N22.ZIP 238,876 12-10-95 PC Mag v14n22: ZipView is an extension to the MSWin 95 shell

that makes it easier to work with zip files - it adds a Contents page to the property sheet
of zip files that displays their contents allowing you to select files for extraction by 
highlighting them and clicking the Extract button; SSBROW/OPENDBS/ CDD. (Newest 
File Date: 11-21-95)

VBPROF.ZIP 83,940 12-13-95 VB Profiler - tests your VB app's speed and process flow. Req.
VBRUN300. Description Copyright 1995 PsL (Newest File Date: 09-03-95)

VBS3ASHR.ZIP 278,571 12-01-95 VB Servants 3.0 - Use for automating programming with 
VB 3.0. Fill in the blanks and have code generated to the clip board. Covers over 100 
syntax items including a message box servant, an input box servant, and 5 common 
dialog servants. (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

VCALC24.ZIP 475,426 12-07-95 VCalc, The Vehicle Calculator, V2.4. Stores, calculates, and 
analyzes the cost and efficiency of your vehicles. Ver. 2.X adds many new features, 
incl. the ability to enter aircraft & water- craft (hourly based vehicles). Req. Win 3.1, and 
the file "Vbrun300" (avail. separately through most on-line services). From Hansen 
Software, ASP member. (Newest File Date: 11-30-95)

VCOMM225.ZIP 415,872 11-25-95 (v2.00) Vcomm - Windows telecom program Vcomm is an
excellent telecom program for Windows. It has all the popular file transfer protocols and 
terminal emmulations. Vcomm also has autologon built in for most BBS systems. With 
its easy to use interface powerful features, VComm is a sure bet. Sahreware (US$ 10) 
(Newest File Date: 11-12-95)

VGW102.ZIP 1,034,951 12-10-95 VAR Grade for Windows Grade prgm v1.02A <ASP> 
Extremely flexible grading and attendance program. Plots, statistics, seating charts, 
numerous printouts, database items, sections, unlimited students and tasks. You can 
weight, average, discard, sum, and require tasks (assignments). It has complete analysis 
tools, including statistics, plots, and ways to modify grades. (Newest File Date: 11-15-95)

VHTML.ZIP 202,709 12-11-95 Visual HTML v1.00 for Win3.1x and Win95 is a complete 
WYSIWYG WWW development system allowing you to create WWW home pages 
simply by pointing-and-clicking. No HTML knowledge is required. Making your page 
with Visual HTML you never see the HTML markups. You see your home page as you 
create it. You don't have to start a WWW browser just to view your changes. (Newest File
Date: 11-18-95)

VIDFUN16.ZIP 861,357 11-30-95 VidFun 1.6 Superfast JPEG! CDaudio, MPEG, AVI MOV, 
AVI, WAV, MIDI, PhotoCD, FLI, PNG, PIC/KQP, CMP, BMP, DIB, PCX, TGA, RAS, 
CAL, PCT, WPG. MultiPage TIF/DCX. Image processing: gamma/cont/brit, 
sharpen/soften. File Associate, Drag&Drop Multimedia Slideshows/ UserControl/ 
30+effects loop/ spd/ vol. Enhanced gray/color prints. Windows3.1 or Win95 and 
Vbrun300 req. (Newest File Date: 11-15-95)

VIRC080.ZIP 565,233 11-17-95 Visual irc client with real-time audio chat. (Newest File Date: 
10-24-95)

VLT16112.ZIP 317,526 12-03-95 Vault v1.12 for Win3.1 - Vault stores your information as an 
outline. Vault organizes your information into categories and sub-categories that you 



specify. Vault's search command finds the information you need instantly. You can also 
browse the outline by expanding and collapsing items. A version of Vault for Win95 and 
NT is also available (Newest File Date: 11-11-95)

VLT32112.ZIP 366,879 11-29-95 Vault v1.12 for Win95 and NT 3.5 - Vault stores your 
information as an outline. Vault organizes your information into categories and sub-
categories that you specify. Vault's search command finds the information you need 
instantly. You can also browse the outline by expanding and collapsing items. A Win3.1 
version of Vault is also available. (Newest File Date: 11-11-95)

VOCAB30E.ZIP 181,443 12-03-95 Vocab FOR Windows v3.0 - an easy to use vocabulary 
testing app. Write a word in two desirded languages and let the computer generated a 
radom query. Vocab includes many features like multiple choice, use of special 
characters, building of chapters, various print options, etc. You can even tell the computer
to speak to you if you have entered a word/expression correct or wrong. (needs 
Vbrun300) (Newest File Date: 11-10-95)

VRMLUPG.ZIP 1,744,079 12-11-95 VRML plug-in for Internet Explorer 2.0 Win95 (Newest 
File Date: 11-30-95)

VS9515R2.ZIP 1,198,168 12-11-95 McAfee VShield for Win95 Release Candidate 2 No more 
DOS TSR's. On Access scanning of floppy diskettes, UNC aware, Long file and directory
name support, Netware and MS Network aware. (Newest File Date: 12-07-95)

VSRC10B.ZIP 551,590 11-29-95 Visible::Source v1.0b - RCCO Research. Developers' code 
listings repository for Win3.1 or 95. Provides a storage and cataloging system for code 
fragments or listings from different projects. Source items may be copied and pasted 
to/from projects and files. Listings are sorted in any of five different choices. (Newest 
File Date: 11-13-95)

VTID267.ZIP 285,961 12-11-95 Value Trend Indicator v2.67 Successful Investors program 
with databases. Compare and determine the value of company share prices and 
recognize growth stocks and mutual funds in advance of the market. Record, track and 
graph all popular stock market indices such as the DJIA. Calculations, projections and 
graphs for saving, investing, retirement. Excellent on-line help. For Win 3.x and 95. 
Rated: Requires Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 12-02-95)

VUEPRI42.ZIP 325,955 12-04-95 VuePrint v4.2: 16-bit MSWin program that lets you display &
print graphics files that use the GIF, JPEG, BMP, TGA, PCX and TIFF graphics 
formats; Edward B. Hamrick. (Newest File Date: 11-23-95)

VUEPRO42.ZIP 301,524 12-04-95 VuePrint Pro V4.2 Win95 graphics app. (Newest File Date: 
11-23-95)

VUGRAF12.ZIP 285,341 11-22-95 VuGrafix v1.2 Image Viewer (10-23-95) <ASP>. View, 
convert, print and file graphics. Support for BMP, TIFF, GIF, JPEG, IMG, WPG, WMF, 
DCX, PCX, EPS file formats. Thumbnails, color adjustments, copy and paste, multiple 
images on the screen. SWREG# 7675. Requires VBRUN300. (Newest File Date: 11-10-
95)

WALL240.ZIP 245,495 12-13-95 Wallpaper Manager v2.40 - Wallpaper manager will allow 
you to schedule windows wallpaper changes hourly, or custom design your own schedule.
Includes some new bitmaps for your use. Fully programmable by the user; modify 



standard wallpaper and save for future use. Requires Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 11-
28-95)

WBD52.ZIP 246,715 11-25-95 Winbond V5.2 Windows app to track and valuate Series EE 
bonds. Winbond-E for Series E bonds is also available. Provides import capabilities to 
convert from other files, export tool to interface to other apps. Quicken interface, multiple
bond files, owner info, up-to-date bond redemption tables issued by the Department of 
the Treasury, and reporting, including a 20 year projection of bond values. Sold bond 
history can also be maintained. Redemption rates starting with Nov. 1995. (Requires 
Vbrun300 file.) (Newest File Date: 10-25-95)

WBE52.ZIP 235,351 11-25-95 WINBOND-E V5.2 WINDOWS app to track and valuate Series
E bonds. Winbond for Series EE bonds also available. Provides import capabilities to 
convert from other files, export tool to interface to other apps like Quicken, multiple bond
files, owner info, up-to-date bond redemption tables issued by the Department of the 
Treasury, and reporting, including a 20 year projection of bond values. Sold bond history 
can also be maintained. Redemption rates starting with NOV 1995. (Requires Vbrun300 
file.) (Newest File Date: 10-25-95)

WBFRM20B.ZIP 1,095,527 12-03-95 WebForms v2.0b <ASP> World Wide Web forms 
generator which automatically creates HTML forms and reads their responses! 
Responses are sent to your e-mail address. No HTML knowledge is necessary. Comes 
complete with on-line help system and tutorial. WebForms is great for taking customer 
orders, doing surveys, or anything you can think of that requires user input on the World 
Wide Web. Makes doing business on the Web a snap! (Newest File Date: 11-05-95)

WBS100E0.ZIP 342,362 12-03-95 MCAfee's Webscan protects against virus infections to 
your system from files attached to your mail messages or files you download from the 
Internet. The main functiions of webscan include virus protection for downloaded files. 
Electronic mail is through the pegasus mail with spry mosaic used as the webscan web 
browser [5/5] (Newest File Date: 11-13-95)

WBS100E1.ZIP 1,078,649 12-03-95 McAfee WebScan v1.0 November 1995 McAfee's WebScan
protects against virus infections to your system from files attached to your mail messages 
or files you download from the Internet. [1/5] (Newest File Date: 11-14-95)

WBS100E2.ZIP 1,310,608 12-03-95 McAfee WebScan v1.0 November 1995 [2/5] (Newest File 
Date: 11-14-95)

WBS100E3.ZIP 1,348,834 12-03-95 McAfee WebScan v1.0 November 1995 [3/5] (Newest File 
Date: 11-14-95)

WBS100E4.ZIP 168,922 12-03-95 McAfee WebScan v1.0 November 1995 [4/5] (Newest File 
Date: 11-14-95)

WCN31.ZIP 685,589 11-25-95 Wincoin V3.1 Windows app for coin collections. Contains all 
US coin categories, including grading info and history. Master coin lists, which contain 
years and varieties for over 4300 coins, are included in Shareware version. Includes 
option to load Canadian coins. Tracks and reports inventory, orders, wants and buys. 
Standard reports and report writer. Many customization options for viewing and reports. 
(Requires Vbrun300 file.) (Newest File Date: 10-09-95)

WDATE37.ZIP 61,882 11-20-95 WingDate v3.7 - Date Reminder designed for the Windows 



Startup group, WingDate provides a quick visual reminder of upcoming important events 
with the current date highlighted. Dates and Events can easily be Added, Updated, and 
Deleted. v3.7 adds a Menu and Status Line to form. Requires Vbrun300. $10.00 
Registration Fee. SWREG# 3917 (Newest File Date: 10-07-95)

WE32-95F.ZIP 1,214,904 12-09-95 WinEdit 95F (ASP) - Programmable editor for windows 
environment. Fast, full featured editor, or simple file browser. High speed, super 
powerful. Edits large files. Color- coding. Macro language. 16 & 32 bit exe's WinEdit for 
Win3.1/95/NT $99.95 (Newest File Date: 11-30-95)

WEBPAR13.ZIP 87,186 11-28-95 WebParse v1.3 <ASP> (2-Nov-95) WebParse will extract, 
parse and format the relevant data web mail-to survey forms in the in-box files and 
create comma-delimited ASCII text files for easy import to databases, or for reports. Full 
scan of email inbox or individual message parsing. SWREG # 7260. Requires Vbrun300. 
(Newest File Date: 11-03-95)

WH95_11S.ZIP 28,119 12-12-95 WinHacker 95 V1.1 Configures all the hidden options and 
secrets in Win95 (Newest File Date: 09-27-95)

WIDEN156.ZIP 60,728 11-19-95 WideOpen for Word 6 and Win95. Updates Word 6 to take 
advantage of may of the new features of Win95, such a long file names, shortcuts, 
quickview, etc. Shareware. Registered versions support more apps. Requires Word 6 and 
Win95. (Newest File Date: 10-24-95)

WIN95QA.ZIP 4,543 11-21-95 Q&A on how to install an Adaptec SCSI card under Win95 
(Newest File Date: 10-23-95)

WIN95SHO.ZIP 7,841 12-13-95 An 'Easter Egg' for Win95 that will display the 95 
development team in a multimedia format. This zip contains both text and Word for 95 
documents. (Newest File Date: 12-03-95)

WINBEN96.ZIP 2,182,779 11-27-95 WINBench 96 v1.0 MSWin Benchmark Program 
(Newest File Date: 11-13-95)

WINCPY12.ZIP 214,133 11-22-95 WinCopy v1.2 Screen Capture (Nov-09-95) <ASP> Easy to
use screen capture program creates BMP, GIF and TIFF files. Print. Tiff Compression 
Group 4. (Newest File Date: 11-09-95)

WINGO14.ZIP 60,004 12-11-95 WinGO 1.4 for Win95 - adds an icon to the system tray which, 
when clicked, brings up a menu containing shortcuts to the folders you use most 
often. Selecting a shortcut opens an Explorer window on that folder. Easy to use and 
configure . This latest version allows the menus, dialog boxes and help to be displayed in 
English, French, German and Japanese (requires Japanese Win95). Registration fee 
US$20. (Newest File Date: 11-09-95)

WINMAN23.ZIP 224,869 12-04-95 Win Manager v2.30 - Win Manager has many features. It 
incorporates the search disk features of FMSeek and in addition will allow you to add 
programs to the program manager, change icons, add groups, execute programs. Other 
features include: an alarm for your desktop, a clock with selectable fonts and colors, a 
calendar, a calculator with a list memory and system monitor. (Newest File Date: 11-11-
95)

WINPM220.ZIP 1,205,347 11-22-95 Pegasus Mail For Windows - v2.20. (Newest File Date: 
11-08-95)40]



WINSC100.ZIP 368,262 12-02-95 WinScript v1.00 [J M Technical Services] A simple 
interpreted programming language for creating batch scripts and simple utilities 
under Win3.1 & Win95, complete with interactive editor and debugger. Include several 
example script utilities. Shareware, 25.00UK/$39.00US. (Newest File Date: 11-04-95)

WLM_335.ZIP 279,057 12-07-95 Windows LAN Menu - is a menu program for Windows which
is designed to replace Program Manager and provide program usage tracking and 
restriction capabilities for local area networks. Description Copyright 1995 PsL 
(Newest File Date: 09-09-95)

WMNIA11.ZIP 1,153,502 11-29-95 WebMania! 1.1 <ASP> - HTML editor and forms 
generator makes web authoring a breeze and requires little or no HTML knowledge, and 
no cgi! Forms responses are sent via e-mail and imported into WebMania's database. 
Includes support for tables, lists, images, and much more. WebMania will never become 
outdated, because it includes up to 60 programmable buttons which you can easily 
change as HTML standards evolve and as you learn new tags. (Newest File Date: 11-18-
95)

WMSD837.ZIP 309,225 12-11-95 Wealth Management System v8.37 How to get rich and stay 
rich. A comprehensive personal financial program. Provides calculations, projections, 
graphs for Saving, Investing, Retirement, Net Worth Mortgages, Loans, Stocks, Mutual 
Funds and 401(K) Plans. All aspects of financial life. Portfolio management system 
records, tracks and graphs your investment performance. Excellent On-Line Help. For 
Win 3.x and 95. Requires VBRUN300. Rated: (Newest File Date: 12-01-95) Reviewed in
WOLRS28 <W>

WNBFF32.ZIP 96,278 11-18-95 (v.3.2) WinBiff - Windows email notification WinBiff is an 
mail notification utility, like UN*X biff, for use with UUPC/extended, FSUUCP, Waffle, 
Pine, MS Mail, cc:Mail, Lotus Notes, Pegasus Mail, Eudora, and PC-NFS under 
Windows 3.x/95. WinBiff is also a POP3 and IMAP client using WinSock. Shareware 
(US $15). (Newest File Date: 11-11-95)

WQB200.ZIP 18,724 11-18-95 Windows Quick Boot is a small utility for MSWin which can 
automatically boot, restart or exit MSWin at up to 10 differently defined times. 
Doubles up as an alarm clock too! Fully functional shareware. Non-Nagware. This is 
version 2.00. (Newest File Date: 11-11-95)

WSCACHE.ZIP 211,442 12-11-95 PDF: Install/configure Work Station cache. (Newest File 
Date: 10-26-95)

WSPEECH.ZIP 360,433 11-25-95 Window Text-to-Speech v1.0: MSWin text to speech 
program by PC Wholeware. (Newest File Date: 11-12-95)

WTAR20U.ZIP 164,356 12-04-95 WinTAR - Tape ARchive for Windows v2.0 For 
Win3.1/W4WG w/Win32s/ Win95/WinNT (Newest File Date: 11-20-95)

WTIME300.ZIP 98,530 12-15-95 WorldTime v3.00. Easy-to-use international clock for 
Windows. Shows time & date for over 190 sites around the world. Includes 10 
independent alarms; supports user-defined custom locations, local and international 
daylight/summer time, and half-hour time zones. Full hypertext help file included. 
Requires: MS Win3.1 or higher Shareware (Newest File Date: 11-15-95)

WV32_997.ZIP 312,093 11-27-95 WinVN is a Windows and NT-based, fully RFC 1036 



compliant on-line news reader that can be used to select, view, and write Usenet News 
articles and send mail via SMTP or MAPI. Built in MIME and UU encoding and 
decoding. WinVN uses less memory and screen space ideal for both small and large 
machines. Handles multiple users and newsfeeds on one PC. Japanese version follows 
closely. Public Domain (sources freely available). (Newest File Date: 11-10-95)

WW20B2.ZIP 133,466 12-07-95 WebWatch V2.0beta2 for Win95. Utility to tell you when your 
favorite web pages have changed. (Newest File Date: 11-30-95)

XFLWIN10.ZIP 83,229 11-25-95 The 16 bit Windows automated episode guide v 1.0w for the 
X-Files. This is a full featured Windows program that makes it easy to view information 
on the popular TV Show the X-FILES. (Newest File Date: 11-04-95)

XL95CAL.ZIP 279,458 12-08-95 A calendar program for XL for WIN95 (v.7.0) (Newest File 
Date: 11-28-95)

YAWPI11.ZIP 131,191 11-30-95 Yawpi 1.11 <ASP> - Yet Another Windows Program 
Installer. A simple yet powerful program, supports multiple floppies, compressed 
archives, progress bars. Compression included in program. No scripts, no progamming 
required. C, C Source available with full registration. (Newest File Date: 11-15-95)

YTA21.ZIP 267,774 11-17-95 Ancient Yacht <WIN3.1> v2.00. Ancient Yacht is a dice game of 
luck and strategy similar to Yahtzee but based on the original game of Yacht. An ancient 
scroll and stone cup sit on a marble table waiting for your play. Click on the cup and it 
shakes, and spills the dice onto the table where they roll across the tabletop with 
accompanying sound effects. Compete with an excellent computer player, or play alone 
or with a friend. (Newest File Date: 11-02-95)

ZCB32.ZIP 475,392 12-05-95 Zip Code Book for Windows v3.2 A zip code (and city, state, 
area code) lookup program. Enter a zip code to instantly bring up the corresponding 
city, state, county and area code. Or enter the city name and state to find the zip code. 
Copy/Paste to and from any Windows app which supports the Windows clipboard. A 
"Must-Have" Windows utility. Requires Vbrun300 (not in ZIP file) (Newest File Date: 
11-27-95)

ZZPUZZ10.ZIP 287,134 11-20-95 Windows combination slider and jigsaw puzzle for ages 4 
and above. Helps to improve problem solving skills. Contains many options including the
unique twist of having the pieces colored in only when they are in their correct locations. 
Prize is awarded upon successful completion of each puzzle. Requires MSWin 3.x or 
above, 2 Meg RAM, mouse. Windows compatible sound card recommended but not 
required. (Newest File Date: 10-07-95)
Windows OnLine (BBS) makes every effort to identify and post only shareware, 

freeware, demos, working models and drivers (software files and programs) for its membership
that are intended for free public distribution. Due to the lack of documentation or other 
descriptive files contained within certain archives, it can be quite difficult to identify and 
remove copyrighted and or otherwise improper files and programs from our files listings.

It is the stated and observed policy of Windows OnLine (BBS) not to allow such 
improper, inappropriate, and illegal files and programs on the system at any time. Our readers 
and membership are asked to cooperate with us in efforts to identify such files and assist us in 
their prompt removal.
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Kirk surfaces only once a month, just in time to deliver this carefully edited list. He had just finished helping Santa
deliver presents when he delivered this month’s goodies for us.



MEGAWORD
a review by Steven Justice

Romke Soldaat’s Megaword has been a premier add-on since Word for Windows was in version 
2.0 (remember version 2.0?). It has always featured virtuoso WordBasic programming, and has 
always brought useful functions to Microsoft’s wonderfully sophisticated and maddeningly 
incomplete word processor; indeed, its last incarnation won WOLR’s coveted Works for me! 
award. Earlier versions of Megaword seemed the work of a programmer determined to show 
that one could do anything with Word’s macro language. Some of its features were more 
impressive than useful (how many people wanted Word to track their biorhythms?). But 
Megaword 95, for Word 7.0 (Word for Windows 95), is a different story altogether: it is brilliant,
it is focused, and it is stunningly useful.

I simply don’t have space to cover everything useful it adds to Word; I can’t even describe
all the highlights. What follows is more to offer a taste of what it has to offer, and to encourage 
you to try it for yourself.

One of the most impressive aspects of Megaword is how its focus has changed with the 
changes in the application and the operating system. Everyone, by now, has heard that 
Windows95 tries to integrate documents and applications with the desktop, and offers powerful 
tools for doing so. However, Microsoft’s own new applications don’t take very full advantage of 
those tools. Word 6.0 had already introduced a similarly revolutionary feature, though you may 
never have heard of it: the “document variable.” Megaword takes advantage of these 
developments: at its heart are features that let you use Windows95’s desktop and Word’s 
“document variables” in ways that really matter. Take, for instance, Megaword Explorer. This 
dialog box--a tabbed dialog box, like most in this add-on--presents in very little space some 
dazzling possibilities. It allows you to move, copy, delete or rename an active document, 
something no other Word add-on can boast. It lets you define and retrieve information about the 
document to be stored with the document. It lets you display various kinds of information on 
Word’s title bar (like the full path of the file, or the date and time, or the word count) by clicking 
a button. And it lets you scatter shortcuts for the current document anywhere you like.



So if you realize that you want to remember to consult the letter you’re currently writing 
when you send out invoices next month, you can place a shortcut in your “Billing” folder without
leaving Word or your document. The Document Recall feature is similar: it creates a “Recent 
Documents” folder and will, if you like, place into it shortcuts to documents you open. You can 
have it ask as you open each new document, too.

Finding the documents you need can be annoying; navigating the ones you’ve found can 
be even worse, and one of my favorite Megaword features takes a fresh approach to the 
problem. The Doc Hopper will list all paragraphs in any given style (like “Heading 1”); when 
you double-click on one, it takes you directly to that paragraph.



It takes a few seconds to build the index of paragraphs in a given style, but Megaword 
can save the index of paragraphs with the document, so that the next time, all your “Heading 1” 
paragraphs can be displayed instantaneously. The Doc Browser serves a similar purpose. It 
displays thumbnails of individual pages, and lets you list and go to pages, sections, bookmarks, 
or whatever with a double-click; it also displays statistics about the document as you proceed 
through it. This feature, though handy, can be rather slow. But there is a quicker way to get any 
number of statistics for your document, in Megaword’s replacement for Word’s built-in Word 
Count. It can give you a word-count for the document, the section, the page, the paragraph, or--
this is a function I use all the time--for the text up to wherever the cursor is.

There is a whole packet of functions to make editing and formatting your documents 
easier. The Font Manager lets you group your fonts under descriptive names, and preview 
selected text in any of the fonts.

It will also create font charts and character lists for any fonts. There is an ingenious 
replacement for Word’s built-in Insert Symbol command; Megaword’s version intelligently 
guesses what group of symbols you’re likely to want and presents them in a small and elegant 
line-up. Repeat Format does just what its name suggests: it applies the last bit of formatting 
again. Surround Selection will put paired elements around selected text: this makes it easy to 
apply, say, “French quotes” and other punctuation marks that don’t appear on the keyboard. There
is a Cycle Format function, an idea borrowed from Lotus WordPro: you can define a series of 
font, font sizes, styles, etc., and apply each in turn to a selection merely by pressing a key or 
button. This feature is extremely handy if you’re trying to get that newsletter to look exactly 
right.



Megaword replaces Word’s “File|Print” dialog with a tabbed box that adds many new 
functions, including ones you might never have thought of but will be glad to have. Printing all 
the key assignments in a template is a good example. It offers a Number Manager that must be 
seen to be believed (or even understood), and a handy Word Optimizer for improving the 
application’s performance.

And there is still plenty I’ve left out. But there is one more function I want to mention, 
because it shows both how up-to-date Megaword is and how solicitous M. Soldaat is for his 
customers. You may have read a couple months ago about the new “Word macro virus.” This 
virus is really an “AutoOpen” macro--a macro that runs whenever you open a document--and it 
can do very nasty things to your Word files. The final Megaword 95 release includes a function 
that will, if you want, alert you to any document that has an AutoOpen macro. It gives you the 
option of running the macro, aborting the macro, or aborting the opening of the file. This is good 
business, because it takes the user’s needs to heart.

Megaword 95
MEGAWORD.ZIP
Registration: $39.95

contact information:
Merlot International
1 chemin des Moulines,

34230 Saint Bauzille de la Sylve,
FRANCE

Phone: (33) 67.57.55.88
Fax: (33) 67.57.20.87

100273.32@compuserve.com

reviewed by

click

Steven Justice
sjustice@violet.berkeley.edu

After a restful holiday break in Oakland, Chicago, Kentucky, Princeton, and Philadelphia, Steve will return to 
California to teach about the English fifteenth century.



MICROANGELO
a review by Steven Jay Cohen

Icons — Graphics — Color! Isn’t this what got you into Windows in the first place? That’s 
certainly true for me and, I’d have to say, almost everyone else I know who has fallen under the 
Windows spell. I used to spend hours and hours downloading, collecting, organizing, editing, 
creating and re-creating countless numbers of icons. The good ol’ days!

Aside from the artistry of this miniature genre`, and the quest to find just the right icon 
for a given purpose, frankly... it was just great fun. To this day, my favorite icon 
manager/manipulator is still Phillip Kauffman’s Icon Master. It was one of the first and finest 
pieces of Windows shareware I ever registered. Though its development was truncated by his 
untimely passing, it has remained for me the standard by which I have measured all other 
applications of this type.

Enter the 32 bit world of Windows 95 and a new level of icons and color and resolution. 
The operating system has finally outgrown the capabilities of Icon Master, and I am forced to 
find another icon manager to whom the baton can be passed. This in mind, Microangelo caught 
my eye.

As one might expect, Windows 95 allowances and mechanisms for selection and display 
of icons differ somewhat from those in Windows 3.x. The system uses the registry to determine 
which icon to display for a specific file. From a programmer’s standpoint, an icon is registered 
for every data file type that an application supports and that you want the user to be able to 
distinguish easily. Instead of registering the application’s executable file, you can also register 
the name of a dynamic link library file (DLL), an icon file (ICO), or bitmap file (BMP) to supply
the data file icons. At the least, the following sizes may (should) be included: 16 x 16 pixel (16 
color), 32 x 32 pixel (16 color), and 48 x 48 pixel (256 color).

The potential result is a rich array of icons embedded within the 32 bit application, the 
display of which is partially determined by the resolution being run. This translates into a huge 
treasure trove of icons for the collectors among us! Microangelo very nicely provides the ways 
and means to extract and save them in singular (ICO) or library (ICL) formats.

Microangelo is basically divided into three major parts: the Browser, Librarian, and 
Studio. Each component is easily accessible from the other two.

The Browser



 

This component allows the user to navigate through the folders on    the hard drive, 
displaying only those files that contain icons. Handily, it lists the number of icons to be found 
within a given file. If you double click on a file in the Icons tab, the file will be opened in a 
Studio edit session. The Browser can be used to drag and drop files onto the Librarian. Drag and 
drop with the right mouse button, and you will be presented with a choice of either opening the 
file or adding the icons in the file(s) to the current Librarian workspace.

The Librarian

 

The Librarian provides the capability to extract, edit, organize, and store icons. Individual
icons can be moved or copied by dragging and dropping between multiple Librarian windows to 
create customized icon libraries. It is much more efficient to collect and store icons in this way 
than to save hundreds of individual icons in ICO format. It takes up much less room on your hard
drive. Despite the fact that a 16x16 (16 color) icon is only 766 bytes, it will tie up the entire 8192
byte-sized allocation unit where it resides, so as to remain a discrete entity (allocation unit sizes 
are dependent upon the size of the drive partition). In this case, you’re left with 7.25K of 
unusable, blank hard drive space for every singular icon stored on the hard drive. Multiply that 



times hundreds of icons, and you’ll find you’re wasting a lot of space!

The Studio

 
(this graphic has been dithered to 16 colors, but you get the idea)

The Studio is capable of editing all of the aforementioned sizes and formats of icon 
images replete, as you can see, with all the expected tools. It will create, open, and save icon 
resource files (*.ICO format) or support the ICL library format directly. You can select a file 
from the Browser or double click on any icon in the Librarian to open an edit session.

Summary

What you see here is, in fact, what you get. And I must say that it is quite capable and 
easy to use, as far as that goes. But I also feel compelled to say to the authors, “C’mon fellas! 
What gives?” How many of you noticed the tab in the first graphic that is labeled, “ANI 
Cursors”? And I bet you’re wondering why I am only just now mentioning this. The reason is that
the animator is not part of the distributed shareware package. It is, however, purchaseable for a 
mere $25.00. Why would I want to send $25.00 (the price of the Browser + the Animator) to 
purchase something I’ve never seen? Plus, there isn’t even a simple list of its features included -- 
only the system requirements for running it.

I certainly don’t mind giving an author just due for shareware I find useful and I don’t 
even mind paying an extra buck or two if it happens to be particularly good. As good as this is, I 



do not feel that the $44.95 registration fee for the three components above is reasonable, and the 
requested $59.95 for all four components is even less so! I might have considered this 
registration had the price been more reasonable.

I will close by saying again, that this application is indeed very capable. If icons are your 
bag, you should definitely give it a whirl. You may feel differently and choose to register it.

Microangelo v1.0
MUANGL10.EXE
Registration:    Apprentice $24.95; Artist $44.95; Master $59.95

contact information:
Impact Software

P.O. Box 457
Chino, CA 91708-0457

909-590-2202 fax
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Steven Jay Cohen
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Steve didn’t mind this program so much as the fact that he had to lie on his back while creating his icon art.



USEFUL UTILITES FOR WIN95
reviews by Ed Hoffman

Last month WOLR looked at a select collection of utilities that add a bit more functionality to 
Windows 95, but we actually witheld a few due to space considerations. Instead, we decided to 
await the present issue to highlight these add-ons. Here are several more very useful utilities that 
you may find deserve a place on your Windows 95 system.

Though Windows 95 has added considerably more features and functionality to the basic 
Windows system, these niche utilities address a variety of omissions and oversights in the base 
Windows 95 program. There are even a few things here that I’ll bet the folks at Redmond did not 
even think about. While I must admit there has been a plethora of add-ons and utilities to hit the 
streets in the last few months, most score quite high on my “Ho-Hum meter.” However, like those
mentioned last month, these utilities are all quite exceptional. While they cannot be guaranteed to
resolve all your transitory nightmares, these utilities will make working with the new operating 
system a little easier.

DiskCopy 2.0
The simple act of copying disks in the new Windows 95 is, to say the least, different from earlier 
versions of the operating system. Were it not for the online help, I’m not sure I would have 
figured out this relatively simple process. Fortunately, with DiskCopy 2.0, both the disk copy 
and disk formatting processes are much simpler and faster to accomplish. DiskCopy is a simple, 
and quite small (73 kb) 32-bit Windows 95 utility program for formatting and creating duplicate 
disks.

Unlike the utilities built into Windows 95, that must read the source disk for each 
duplicate disk you need, DiskCopy prompts you for the number of copies you need to make. 
This both simplifies and speeds the copying process. DiskCopy does not, however, do a track by 
track copy. Rather, it simply copies the directory structure, files, and volume label of the disk. 
Since this is all that’s needed 99% of the time, this should not pose a problem for the vast 
majority of your copying operations. 

The formatting functions of the program allow a variety of different disk sizes (1.2 Mb, 
720 Kb, 1.44 Mb, and 2.88 Mb) and formatting options. A Quick Format option simply erases 
the disk. This operation is quite fast for formatting disks that have already been formatted. The 
Full Format option performs the entire formatting process on the disk. Two other very useful 
formatting options are the Copy System Files and the Full Boot Disk. The Full Boot Disk option 
copies both the system files and several other files necessary to create a System Boot Disk.

DOS Explore 95 v1.1



The DOS Explore applet is a unique freeware utility designed to give you access to the DOS 
prompt or alternate command prompt, such as 4DOS, from within the Windows 95 Explorer. 
When installed, this utility adds an MS DOS Prompt line, or Alternative Command Prompt line, 
or both lines, to the right mouse button menu. This gives you quick and easy access to the 
command line from within any directory you may select. This functionality is only available with
directories. When the right mouse button is clicked, the program activates the DOS prompt and 
allows you to browse the currently selected directory. This applet has been tested and works with
both 4DOS 5.51 and 4DOS for Windows NT. You will need to test it yourself to see whether or 
not DOS Explore will work with any other alternate command prompt you may presently use.

TrayIcon for Windows 95
Windows 95 has greatly simplified the procedures used to launch programs. Instead of opening 
Program Manager to find and launch your program, now the programs you use most frequently 
may be placed right on the desktop. This sure simplifies the way most of us work. But, despite 
the utility of placing shortcuts to your programs on the desktop, there are some applications 
better suited to placement right on the Windows Task Bar. Now, with the TrayIcon program, you
can place selected programs right in the tray, at the right side of the Windows Taskbar.      

TrayIcon gives you one click access to these applications. The program is quite simple to
use and easy to setup. The first time you run the program, you are prompted to enter the 
necessary information about the first icon that will be displayed in the tray. To add additional 
items, or to make any modifications, just right click the icon you installed and the TrayIcon 
setup screen appears. The applications may be configured to run as Normal, Minimized, or 
Maximized. There are also areas in the setup where you can specify program arguments, an icon 
path, and a check box to allow you enter other special input to the program activation.

WinGO 1.4 for Windows 95
One of the hallmarks of Windows 95 is the way it allows the user a wide range of organizational 
options. However, despite this feature, the folders we use most often are not always as accessible
as we might like. The WinGo 1.4 utility permits a user to place these frequently accessed folders
right in the system tray. 

WinGo is a unique little applet that installs itself in the system tray and when clicked 
displays a listing of the folders you want to access quickly. This utility is quite simple to setup 
and configure for your particular folder structure. To create your individual folder listing, simply 



right-click the mouse on the WinGO icon. This pops up a dialog box that allows you to add, 
modify or delete specific folders. To access these folders, simply left-click the mouse on the icon
and your list of folders is instantly displayed. To open a folder, just click the folder name and the 
Window 95 Explorer opens to that folder and displays all your files.

WinShade for Windows 95 1.5
Having too many open windows on the desktop is a recurring problem that has plagued the 
Windows operating system since its inception. It seems no matter how carefully you place your 
windows on the desktop, there is always a problem when it comes to finding a specific program. 
Well, one way around this difficulty is with the WinShade 1.5 utility. This unique program 
makes it quite easy to switch between open programs or windows. 

Instead of minimizing one application window, just to see another, WinShade will allow 
you to click on the title bar to reduce the selected window to its smallest vertical dimension. 
Generally, the program window will “roll-up,” like a window shade, leaving only the program 
title bar on the desktop. Then, the next time the program, or window, is required, a simple click 
on the title bar automatically “unrolls” the window, restoring it to full size. WinShade also comes
with two WAV files, to add sound effects to the program operation. 

These Windows 95 utilities are all well written, very functional, and will definitely help 
you to be more productive. Now you’ll be able to spend more time with your applications and 
less time tinkering around with Windows 95 itself.

DiskCopy 2.0 CT Software
DSKCPY20.ZIP 759 Galleon Ln.
Registration fee: $10.00 Elk Grove, IL 60007
 
DOS Explore 1.1 Firas El-Hasan
DOSEXP11.ZIP 4137 W. 132nd St.
Registration fee: Free Hawthorne, CA 90250
 
TrayIcon Brian P. McCarty
TRAYICON.ZIP 3228 Bentley Drive
Registration fee: $5.00 Palm Harbor, FL    34684

WinGO 1.4 Steve Saxon
WinGO14.ZIP 47 Southwold
Registration fee: $20.00 Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 8XY, UK

WinShade 1.5 Mark Rentz
WinShd15.zip 500 Memorial Drive
Registration fee: $5.00 Cambridge, MA    02139-4326
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JOT
a review by Ed Hoffman

Word processors are, quite possibly, the single most popular category of software available today.
Virtually every computer system in use today has some type of word processor installed. Despite 
the wide spread use of word processors, there are many occasions when even the best word 
processor is less than ideal for the task at hand. From writing simple notes to reading text files, 
quite often a simple text editor is better suited for many of the small jobs we do every day. 

Available in a host of styles and types, there really isn’t one single best choice. Rather, the
best text editor is the one that does exactly what you want given the task at hand. For many, the 
bundled Windows editors, Notepad and Write, are more than sufficient. Ever looking for ways to 
simplify my work, one of the best editors I’ve found is an inexpensive shareware offering called 
Jot 1.4. It is a first rate text editor program that offers an interesting host of features and 
functions. You too may find it to be just what you need.    

Extremely flexible and user-configurable, Jot 1.4 is easily tailored to suit the way you 
work. From specifying the default file format to defining the basic look of the program window, 
it offers a considerable array of useful and customizable setup options. Where most editors have 
a fixed, built-in TXT file default, Jot permits the easy selection of the INI, TXT, BAT, or *.* 
extension, among others, via a drop down file type box. With today’s prevalence of requisite 
World Wide Web HTM and HTML extensions, Jot handily offers the HTM format as a default 
file type.

If you find that you frequently type the same information, over and over, this program 
may be just the ticket. Jot has two different areas where repetitive information may be stored to 
automate these typing tasks. The first is a series of four clip boxes and the second is a set of ten 
clip lines. The clip boxes are intended for multiple line entries or larger text passages, and are 
accessed with the CTRL+(1 - 4) hotkey combination. Clip lines, used for single line text entries 
or very short text passages, are activated with the ALT+(1 - 0) keys.



The Jot program also has a variety of other novel and unique features and accessories. 
For example, unlike many other simple text editors, this program has a powerful built-in spell 
checking utility, a print preview option, and one-click access to the Windows character map and 
calculator. For those situations where it is required, Jot will give you an accurate count of the 
words or characters in a document. And unlike many word processors, its character counts 
include the spaces. Counts may be performed on the entire document and/or on selected passages
of highlighted text.

Two additional features seldom found in any other Windows utilities, let alone a text 
editor, are the launch and auto-dial facilities. To launch another program or execute a command, 
simply highlight the program name or command within the body of text and click on the Execute
Highlighted Program, from the Tools menu. A variety of standard command line options are also 
available here. In similar fashion, a telephone number may be dialed by simply highlighting the 
number in the text and clicking the Dial Highlighted Number, also in the Tools menu. Jot can 
even insert the time and date or start your screen saver with a simple click on the tool bar or with
a menu option.

All in all, Jot is an impressive text editor that incorporates a wide array of features in a 
combination that is quite easy to learn and very simple to use. It will run under almost all 
versions of Windows (3.1, 3.11, and Win 95). Though it may not make the actual writing process 
any easier, it can certainly simplify many word processing functions. The program is well 
documented and the context-sensitive help is more than enough to get you up and running 
quickly. Jot 1.4 is definitely a text editor that you’ll want to take for a test drive.

Jot 1.4
JOT14.ZIP
Registration fee: $14.95

contact information:
Mr. Brandon Fridley



P.O. Box 6174
Vancouver, WA 98668
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Ed says he is motivated to work so hard at his writing solely for the sake of Art . We understand this completely, since
Art is a really big guy and gets rather cross when not paid on time.



WINDOWS TERM PAPER
a review by Michael P. Schemer

My wife, a teacher, heard about this program and promptly sent me to Sears 
during a “Buy two, get one free” offer. With regard to any qualms I had about 
buying a cheap program, the price of about $10.00 for this program didn’t 
ease my mind, but at least cut my potential losses.

The program essentially forces you into an outline format for writing 
term papers. The upper third of the screen is your outline and the bottom 
part is a simple (but fairly complete) word processor. Though most major 
word processors today have outlining capability, the tips, techniques and 
suggestions in Term Paper are probably worth the price of the product -- if 
only you could get them without using the product.

Setup from the two 3.5" disks was fairly routine. A particular error 
message was fairly unnerving, though, leaving the impression that the 
program would not hesitate to write its old, outdated drivers right over my 
latest and greatest stuff. Apparently, my only protection was that the file in 
contention was already in use. 

Windows Term Paper files are saved in a .TPP format which, I 
suppose, is proprietary. There is a “save as” menu selection which lets you 
save it as (ta-da!) a .TPP file. I’d be happier if there were other selections, 
such as TXT, DOC (Word), and similar choices that would allow me to transfer
the final term paper into my personal word processor.

If you click on the "Ideas" menu item, you get a nice set of graphics 
from which to choose. But . . . the cursor does not change. You can click 
forever on the Idea and it does nothing. It only works if you click on List of 
Topics or the other two boxes. I’d like it much better if the arrow would 
change to a pointing finger or some such cursor to let me know I’m on top of 
something that can be activated by a click.



Once in “Ideas”, you get three choices: List of Topics, Paper Type and 
Footnote Facts. In each you get a short display that is not scrollable, with a 
portion of the display inaccessible below the bottom edge of the window. I 
could only see the entire content by either printing it on paper or exporting it
to a text file. The Topics List gives you some suggested topics; Paper Type 
suggests different styles (e.g., chronological versus comparison/contrast); 
and Footnote Facts explains the purposes for footnotes as well as different 
styles.

It does have tool tips that I appreciate — you just point at an icon and 
hold the cursor there momentarily to get a short description of the purpose 
of that icon. The large (and I do mean LARGE) menu icons also have a name 
as part of the icon. In those cases, you find out that the “Exit” selection will 
cause you to “exit”. Hmmm. A little redundant. These functions have no 
keyboard shortcuts, however.

Once you have your idea, you can begin your outline. The standard 
I.A.1.a.i format is used. No other format is allowed and you can only indent to
the fourth level, but you can move entire sections up and down or shift levels
(e.g., your C can become III or 3).

For each outline section there is a mini-word processor section to work 
with your actual term paper. It includes the usual font selection, justification, 
margin settings, font styles, colors, line spacing and similar controls. You can 
also insert graphics, cut, paste and search.

A spell checker and thesaurus are also included. It automatically uses 
its built-in dictionary but you can create a custom dictionary. The thesaurus 



had a quirk that I could not figure out — every time I selected a word, it gave
me synonyms for the following word.

As you’re writing, you can save your references in either a reference or 
bibliography format. There are some differences in content and sequence 
between the two but one or the other should suffice. If your teacher or 
professor wants a specific style, you might run into problems making the 
adjustments.

In short, it’s not a bad little program and certainly a bargain for the ten-
spot I paid. While you may already have the capabilities within your existing 
word processor, it probably won’t give you the advice contained in Term 
Paper, which may alone be worth the price of admission. And if you're a high
school or college student without the latest and greatest, it could just be the 
answer.

Windows Term Paper
List Price: $14.95

contact information:
Pro One Software

P. O. Box 16317
Las Cruces, NM 88004

505-523-6200
reviewed by

Michael P. Schemer
mschemer@ix.netcom.com

Michael assures us that, while he did make this software purchase, he doesn’t buy hardware from Sears unless it’s
endorsed by Bob Villa.



PLANIX HOME ARCHITECT 3D
a review by Mark J. Tiemann

Before devoting my time to writing I was a real estate appraiser. One of my duties, at that time, 
was to draw house plans and property layouts for inclusion in clients’ appraisal reports. I only 
wish that Planix’s Home Architect 3D had been in existence back then. It would have made my 
job much easier and more professional looking. This slick package from Softdisk is so packed 
with easy to use, yet very powerful features that I was able to complete my first home design 
within 30 minutes of its installation.

Its intuitive toolbars, status bar and menus make the creation and editing processes a 
breeze. The main toolbar contains buttons for the most commonly used program functions. These
change in accordance with what you are working on, so you always have the needed tools at 
hand. A second toolbar displays all the “goodies” that can be added to your dream home 
(furniture, appliances, doors, windows, and so on). Just click on the item you want and then click
on its desired location in the design.

The true difference between Home Architect and most other home design programs is 
this one is fun! The abilities to create custom 3D views from almost any angle you desire and 
render your designs in degrees of detail ranging from wire frame to filled polygons make this a 
winner. I must admit, though, the real excitement begins when you enter your virtual home and 



see its layout in three dimensions! You have top, bird’s eye and standing views to choose from. 
Just set your “camera” wherever you desire within the design and then, using the mouse, indicate 
the direction of gaze. From there you can zoom in and out, pan your camera to the left or right, 
and more.

          Don’t like the wall colors? This is easily changed. In fact, almost every display feature of 
Home Architect is configurable. 

I have tried many different home design programs over the years and almost all of them 
allow you to create attractive house plans. However, none of them come close to the look and 
detail of Home Architect. You can design the layout of your home’s phone lines, alarm systems, 
audio/video cabling, electrical wiring and more. It allows you to create property layouts (decks, 
sidewalks, driveways, etc.), plan out the landscaping (plants and trees, etc.) and even set up the 
sprinkler system for the lawn.

The manual for the program is divided into four easy to understand sections. It begins by 
showing you all the things you need to know to start using the program at its fullest potential. 
After methodically continuing through all the fundamentals of home, landscape and sprinkler 
design, it concludes with a series of excellent tutorials on how to create your first drawing and 
provides lists of the symbols that are available in Home Architect’s various libraries. This is one
manual that is well worth reading, not just for its program instructions, but also for its solid ideas
and hints regarding the design and landscaping of your home and property.

One of the largest assets of this package is the bonus CD-ROM. It contains 500 Floor 
Plans for a variety of homes ranging from one-story ranches to elegant Victorian dreams. I spent 
many hours browsing this CD. Utilizing the 3D views is just like going to open house tours. Hey,
you may just find the house of your dreams already designed for you and waiting on this disc, 
but if not, it’s simple to customize an existing plan to your own tastes and needs.

Once your design is complete, you can begin to furnish it. Home Architect comes with a 
240 symbol furniture/fixture library contributing to a grand total of over 800 different symbols. 
These “libraries” allow you to point and click your home’s interior to any style you want (if it was
only that easy in real life!) If the item you want is not to be found in one of the provided symbol 
libraries then you can use Planix’s stand-alone Symbol Editor to create the needed symbol from 
scratch or to modify existing ones.

Do you need a list of the furniture and appliances in your home? Do you require a 
breakdown of all the installed windows and doors? Well, Home Architect comes with reports 
galore! If it doesn’t have a report to fit your need for information then it is very easy to create 
user-defined ones that will.

When the time comes to print out your plans, Home Architect’s excellent WYSIWYG 
rendering ability is something you will really appreciate. Do you remember some of those older 
design programs whose printed output looked like something a 3 year old did in heavy black 
crayon? Forget those days, because Home Architect’s hard copy is crisp, clean, and professional
in appearance.



    In summary, this package is well thought out and pays close attention to all the little 
details so many other graphic programs forget about. If you are an architect, real estate agent, 
real estate appraiser, someone designing and building your own home, or one who just enjoys 
home designs, then this intuitive and easy to use program is definitely for you.

Planix Home Architect 3D
List Price: $129.95

contact information:
Softdisk Retail Products

10725 Ambassador Drive
Kansas City, MO

64153-1216
816-891-1040

816-891-8018 fax
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Mark J. Tiemann
mythdancer@aol.com

Mark is now ready to build his own house. Contractors and benefactors may apply to the e-mail address above.



APC BACK-UPS 650
a review by Bob Gollihur

It’s not a question of if, but of when. Might be an accident, or an electric company lineman 
making changes. Perhaps a lightning strike or a UFO passing overhead — who knows? Whatever
the case, you are inevitably going to lose power or be struck with a fatal power spike at a critical 
moment. And a moment is all that it takes to lose valuable data and bits of hardware. Maybe it’s 
time for a tangible insurance policy — an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS).

Something not so obvious, and that you may ordinarily not notice, are brownouts. These 
“power sags” comprise 87% of line disturbances, according to a Bell Labs’ study, and can wreak 
havoc with computing. Surges, even minor ones, are another danger to your equipment and data.

For the uninitiated and those who haven’t visited the genre in a while, a state-of-the-art 
UPS is more than just a battery in a box that maintains power to your PC when the main stops 
delivering the juice. The newest units are power managers, with automatic voltage regulation, 
surge protection, noise filtering, and the ability to interact with your operating system. It pays to 
look carefully at the specifications and capabilities of units you consider.

When I decided to protect my machines and data, I turned to American Power 
Conversion’s Back-UPS 650. It’s compact, powerful enough for my personal needs, interactive, 
and is Windows 95 plug and play compatible. It’s true — after I connected the serial cable to my 
computer and rebooted, the unit was immediately recognized as new hardware.



UPS units have certainly shrunk since I last was in the market. This device is a mere 6.6 x 4.7 x 
14.5 inches, weighing in at just short of 25 pounds. The nicely styled, computer-colored case has 
but four LEDs around its power switch, indicating on-line (normal power status), on-battery, 
overload (the load exceeds the unit’s capabilities), and replace battery. The rear of the unit 
contains four grounded outlets, a serial cable interface, the circuit breaker reset, and two 
RJ-45/RJ-11 combination jacks for network (10Base-T) or modem/telephone system protection. 
A site-wiring fault indicator is also included to detect any grounding or reverse-polarity problems
with the power outlet into which the UPS is plugged. The modest size of the APC Back-UPS 
650 made finding an out-of-the-way floor location easy.

This particular model comes in 280, 420, 1000, and 1400VA capacities as well, so you 
can order a capacity for virtually any need. Specifications and further information on these and 
other APC products are available at their World Wide Web site or direct from the company; 
contact information is at the close of this review. The 650VA (410W) unit was recommended to 
me by APC to support my two workstations. The two, generously-outfitted Pentium systems, 
each with their own 17” monitors, are handled without any sign of overload. 

The APC Back-UPS 650 maintains its reliability through a number of design features, 
which they term as CellGuard™ Intelligent Battery Management. While the sealed, 
maintenance-free lead acid batteries are user-replaceable, reliability is enhanced by a 14 day 
automatic self-test, redundant overcharge protection, continuous non-pulsed charging, brownout 
and deep discharge correction, and battery exhaustion protection.



PowerChute® Pro is the software supplied with the APC Back-UPS 650 to allow the 
UPS to work hand in hand with the computer. It includes two main components:

The UPS Monitoring Module communicates with the UPS and the next module. 
It logs events, notifies you if the system is about to be shut down (see graphic), 
and then effects the shutdown of the Operating System when necessary.

PowerChute Pro® is the User Interface Module, pictured above. It includes 
configuration options to automatically shut down a computer after ‘x’ seconds or 
when the power being delivered from the APC Back-UPS 650 has reached the 
danger level. It also logs events and performs diagnostics, and can even perform a
scheduled shutdown.

The interface and software are not, of course, necessary to receive protection from the 
APC Back-UPS 650. My initial use of the unit was simply as that proverbial “battery in a box.” I
plugged in the two PCs and monitors, allowed time for the unit to be fully charged, and, of 
course, while wincing — pulled the plug. It beeped periodically to warn me that I was on battery 
power, but the monitor didn’t even minutely flicker when I severed the power.

After installing the interface cable and PowerChute® Pro and configured the software, I 
did the same thing. Again, no visible indication, except that the software notified me that 
operations were about to be terminated. Sure enough, Windows 95 was exited and the power 



removed. Naturally, only the PC connected to the UPS will benefit from the shutdown 
technology in my case. However, I seldom leave my machines on when I am not on the 
premises, so it is not a concern. The APC Back-UPS 650 includes software for use with 
Windows 3.1, 95, NT, and OS/2, so you should pretty much be covered no matter what your 
preference. Software for other operating systems and networks are also available.

The power is pretty dependable in my area, except during the summer when the 
occasional inebriated or age-impaired tourist takes out a power pole. However, just days after I 
installed the unit, the power blinked on and off several times one morning. I can’t tell you how 
good it felt to be able to continue to work without fear. Under ordinary circumstances my 
understandable paranoia would have kept me away from the PC, or at least critical work. It has 
also allowed me to continue to work when storms are in the vicinity, where I used to terminate 
operations upon their approach. The confidence factor alone may be worth the purchase price.

American Power Conversion seems pretty confident with the product, too. Enough to 
offer not only a two year warranty, but also a $25,000 Lifetime Equipment Protection Policy. I’m 
glad to have added the APC Back-UPS 650 to my list of equipment. 

American Power Conversion Back-UPS 650
List Price: $399.00

contact information:
APC Corporate

132 Fairgrounds Road
W. Kingston, RI 02892

800-800-4APC
401-789-5735

401-789-3710 fax
http://www.apcc.com
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Now Bob can be shocking even when the power is out.



TIMEX DATA LINK
a review by Ted Tatman

For somebody who spends most of his free time plopped down in front of a computer, I can be 
very disorganized. As long as I’m on my home computer, all of my upcoming appointment info I 
need is a couple of mouse clicks away. But, when I’m away and need that information, I have to 
check my trusty Daytimer clone (and you thought only IBM computers have clones) — if I 
remember to bring it with me (and can read my own writing, which is actually the hard part). A 
notebook computer or one of those mini-computer electronic organizers work for a lot of people, 
but not for me. So, when I heard about the Timex Data Link watch, I became immediately 
interested. This little gizmo could solve my problems (well, some of them).    

The Timex Data Link watch lets you take your most important personal and scheduling 
data (that you normally keep on your computer) wherever you go. The information is transferred 
from your computer to the watch without wires or cables. You point your watch at your monitor, 
and a light sensor on the watch’s face reads your data in the form of flashing lights. 

The Timex Data Link software was co-written by Microsoft and Timex, and it’s simple 
and straightforward. When you start it up, you see buttons to access Appointments, 
Anniversaries, Time Settings, Phone Numbers, To-Do Lists, Alarms, and Send To Watch areas. 
You can store a combination of appointments, phone numbers, anniversaries & birthdays, alarms,
time settings and to-do lists. You can store up to 70 entries on the watch. A fuel-gauge graphic on



the software shows you how much info is stored, and how much more room you have left in the 
watch’s memory. On the watch, a friendly reminder icon pops up a week before an anniversary 
event and flashes on the extra day. And the watch beeps to let you know it’s time to leave for an 
appointment or event.

You don’t have to send the contents of the whole software’s database to the watch each 
time. You select exactly what info to update, and in some cases you can just send information for
a certain time period, like a day, week, month, etc. This is good, because if you’ve got a lot going
on in your life, you can fill up the 70 entry limit very quickly. Most times you don’t need to know
what’s going on 7 months from now, anyway. (Of course, in some companies you don’t know 
what’s going on 7 days from now.)

When you enter the Send To Watch area, the software prompts you to put your watch in 
“Comm Ready” mode and to hold it up to the monitor, between 6 - 12 inches from the screen. 
When you click on “OK” the computer screen goes black, and then displays thin horizontal white
lines (it’s sort of like bar code) which the watch senses and stores as new data. The watch beeps 
throughout the process, and after a few seconds you’re done and your watch’s database is 



successfully updated.

Besides its information storage capabilities, the Timex Data Link is a full function watch that’s 
available in 5 styles It has the well publicized Indiglo night-light feature so that you can view the
watch’s display easily in low or no-light situations. The watch is water-resistant to 100 meters, 
and includes calendar functions, 12 and 24 hour formats, dual-time zone feature, 5 
programmable alarms and an hour chime. Both the time and 5 alarms can be set right on the 
watch, or can be set from your PC. For instance, I call the Naval Observatory with my computer 
from time to time to set the computer’s clock to the exact time, and then download the time to the
watch. Neat!

All you need to run the Timex Data Link software is a PC that runs Windows 3.1 or 
higher (it works fine with Windows 95) and a desktop VGA (or better) CRT monitor (the typical 
computer monitor, in other words) and at least 4 meg of memory. You can run the software on 
IBM compatible laptops, but you can’t transfer data to the watch unless your laptop is hooked up 
to a desktop CRT monitor. By the way, if you have Microsoft’s Schedule + for Win95, you’ll find
that the watch’s information transfer technology has been included in that program. 

I found the Timex Data Link very handy. I’ve starting storing all my upcoming 
appointments in it, plus I am planning to input family birthdays and anniversaries as well as 
important telephone numbers. Now, you can take important info with you no matter where you 
go and it’ll always be just a wrist away.

Timex Data Link
Suggested Retail Price: $130.00



contact information:
Timex Corporation

P.O. Box 310
Middlebury, CT 06762

800-367-8463
203-573-5764

203-573-4883 fax

reviewed by

click

Ted Tatman
tedt13@aol.com

Ted’s always liked the famous Timex slogan, “It takes a licking and keeps on ticking.” He wouldn’t tell us why,
however.



VISIONEER PAPERPORT VX
a review by Ed Rasimus & Ed Hoffman

Bringing home a new hardware goodie to add to the computer setup is always an ambivalent 
experience for me. The joy and anticipation of using a new gadget is tempered by the knowledge 
that I’m going to have to rummage around in the interior of my computer, fiddle with minuscule 
jumpers and dip switches, and eventually go through a total re-configuration of my system 
seeking a compatible IRQ/DMA. I know that eventually it is going to work, but there is going to 
be a lot of hassle in the meantime.

Well, rejoice! The Visioneer PaperPort Vx pass-through scanner is definitely NOT one of
those nasty pieces of hardware. This is what “plug-n-play” is supposed to look like and I don’t 
even have a PNP machine. 

Visioneer has been the leader in a new category of low-cost, high-efficiency scanners for 
use with personal computers. The first PaperPort, release more than a year ago, has fostered 
nearly a dozen look-alike competitors: small scanners that accept full size sheets of paper and 
pass them through back to the user. These machines recover the acres of workspace consumed by
a flat-bed scanner and eliminate the hassles of hand-helds. Now, Visioneer has raised the bar 
another notch.

The PaperPort Vx is slightly smaller than a carton of cigarettes, about 12 inches long by 
2.5 inches deep by 3.75 inches high. It is designed to sit conveniently between your keyboard 
and monitor without blocking either. It comes out of the box with a serial port cable, a power 
cord and, if necessary, a 9 to 25 pin adapter. The PaperPort is accompanied by Visioneer’s own 
PaperPort software, as well as two utility programs: Picture Works, which links your scanner 
and printer to function as a copy machine and Card Scan, which manages scanned business 
cards.



Installation is incredibly simple. Put away the screwdriver and relax. Simply plug the 
serial cable into an available serial port, and plug the power cord into an outlet. If your computer 
doesn’t have an extra serial port, a parallel port adapter is available, but must be mail-ordered 
from the manufacturer. A short, two-second hum from the scanner tells you it is receiving power. 

PaperPort software takes up 8 MB of disk space and a total of about five minutes to 
install. The setup will find the scanner and set the detected port for the software. Necessary file 
changes are made by the program with autoexec backed up and Windows 95 registry taken care 
of. Your computer is restarted and you are ready to scan. Total time from out of the box to first 
scanned document shouldn’t exceed ten minutes including reading the instructions.

With its convenient position in front of your monitor, you won’t hesitate to use the 
PaperPort. Merely feed a document or picture into the front slot. A sensor turns the scanner on 
and activates the software. A typical 8½ x 11 page will scan in about three seconds. Photos at 256
grey scale will take longer. An onscreen progress monitor will show you what’s occurring. Upon 
completion of the scan, the PaperPort desktop launches.

If the ease of installation didn’t impress, I guarantee that the software will. The desktop 
offers total control of your scanned-in documents. A folder system allows for management of 
everything you will find to save on your computer. Folder names allow for 30 characters so you 
can be fairly detailed in your organization. Links are automatic to most major word-processing 
programs as well as to spreadsheets, fax, e-mail and printers. Drag and drop a document from the
desktop to your word processor and you will initiate OmniPage Lite OCR and launch the word 
processing program. By the time launch is complete you will be dealing with an editable page.



If you don’t need full edit, an annotation layer offers a great selection of tools for 
document mark-up, including “sticky-notes.” Limited text entry, such as for completing a form 
can be easily accomplished in the annotation layer. Circle this, draw a box around that, shade or 
highlight something else all within PaperPort. Fill the form, then drag it to the fax button or the 
printer and the program automatically launches the appropriate device. 

Multiple page documents are kept together and dealt with as a unit, merely by “stacking” 
the scanned pages. Zoom in or out and rotate if needed. If an image is scanned crooked, the 
software can “straighten” it, if it’s dirty, the software can “clean” the page. When you finish with a
document merely drag it to a folder. Clicking on a folder displays all of the contained documents 
on the desktop. To search all the folders for an item, click the “browse” button, or do a detailed 
search of documents through the “find” dialog. The only shortcoming I could find is that folders 
can’t be nested. They are, however, automatically arranged in alphabetical order.

Since it is likely that the PaperPort desktop will become a routine work area, you can 
also “print” to the desktop from your other document applications. Finished with a graphic? Print 
it to PaperPort for filing, faxing or markup. Want to take a scanned graphic and rework it with 
graphics software? PaperPort will export in most file formats used by both PC and Mac. Put 
your responses in the same folder, stacked with the original letter to keep all records in one place.
Getting data from a spreadsheet to respond to an inter-office memo? Put it all in a PaperPort 
folder.

The pass-through scanner is a convenient tool for getting paper into your computer. The 
Visioneer PaperPort Vx is a well-designed product which does more than is expected of it. It is 
convenient, easy-to-install, easy-to-use, and easy-to-learn. For most of us, the PaperPort scanner
is going to be like a microwave or a VCR, something we were sure we didn’t need, but once we 
have used one, we will never again be without.



Visioneer PaperPort Vx Scanner
Estimated street price: $369.00

contact information:
Visioneer

2860 W. Bayshore Rd.
Palo Alto CA 94303

800-787-7007

reviewed by

click

Ed Rasimus
thunder@rmii.com
and

click

Ed Hoffman
ed.hoffman@wol.com

These two gentlemen from Colorado aggressively pursued all possible uses for the PaperPort, including running a 
slice of stuffed crust pizza through the slot and then trying to change the image from pepperoni to sausage. The 
results were described as “half-baked.”



CLICKART ART PARTS CD-ROM PLUS
a review by Ted Tatman

If you're a collector of high quality clip art and are always on the lookout for something 
“different”, check out the ClickArt Art Parts CD-ROM Plus from T/Maker. On one disk you'll 
find 300 of some of the most interesting pieces of electronic art ever created. All have been done 
in a style that reminds you of old woodblock engravings; yet, they have a modern look to them. 
Somehow these pieces manage to look classic and trendy at the same time.

All of the artwork in this collection was penned by just two artists, so there is a definite 
similarity in style among all the images. And even though a 300 image collection might sound 
puny in these days of CD-ROM collections of thousands of clip art pieces, if you deal with 
graphics a lot you're sure to find a use for nearly all of these unique creations. 

All images are in black & white WMF (Windows Metafile) format, and 100 of the images
are also supplied as color WMF files. A DOS based utility is bundled to convert the images into 
other graphics formats as well.

Categories in ClickArt Art Parts include Animals, Arrows, Borders & Framers, 
Business, Holidays, Household, Office, People, Sports & Leisure, Symbols, and Travel. A 
printed “Visual Index” is provided for quick reference. Plus, a copy of Power Album 1.03 (a very 
fine graphics organizer) is included for easy on-screen browsing and cutting and pasting of the 
artwork.

Also provided is the Regular Joe TrueType font, a printed handwriting font which 
perfectly compliments the pictures in the collection. You see it as the caption for the picture on 
this page. All in all, ClickArt Art Parts is a fun collection for the serious clip art collector.

ClickArt Art Parts CD-ROM Plus
Price: $59.95

contact information:
T/Maker Company

1390 Villa Street
Mountain View, California 94041

 800-9-TMAKER
415-962-0195

415-962-0201 fax



reviewed by

click

Ted Tatman
tedt13@aol.com

Ted enjoys clip art. It helps his fantasy life.



DIGITAL IMAGES: A PRACTICAL GUIDE
a review by Chris McKittrick

The field of computer graphics is a constantly changing and endlessly fascinating part of 
computer work. The digital images created by computers are responsible for much of what we 
see in advertising, television commercials, magazine covers and illustrations. Likewise they also 
play a major role in the special effects seen in many recent movie releases. This realm of 
computer use can sometimes be complex and at times may seem a little overwhelming. But, if 
you desire a greater understanding of these effects, I would like to suggest a book that is very 
helpful in illustrating some of the more detailed aspects of digital imaging. The book is titled 
Digital Images: A Practical Guide and contains a wealth of information about creating, 
digitizing, downloading, animating, and outputting graphics.

This particular book is not for experts, but rather for the individual or small business 
needing information about graphics. Virtually all hardware and software topics are fully covered 
along with many suggestions to obtain the best possible results. Digital Images applies to both 
the Mac and the PC, covering the advantages to be found with each system. Because most 
readers do not use a single type of computer or computer software, Digital Images gives full 
descriptions of the hardware and software requirements for both the Mac and the PC.

The format of this book presents the information in a step-wise, building-block sort of 
fashion. Initially it explains the basics of image creation with respect to pixels and color 
definition. A description of the importance and application of image resolution follows, before 
going on to explain other higher, more subtle aspects of graphics imaging. This order of 
information is designed to greatly enhance the readers knowledge, while attempting to answer all
questions pertaining to the subject matter.

Digital Images goes into great detail about video boards, RAM, CPU’s, monitors, and the
interrelationship of the basic items so necessary to produce the images you desire from your 
computer. For example, something that scored high on my “gee whiz” meter was the digital 
camera. I had no idea that something like this even existed. A digital camera, in short, takes a 
picture just as a normal camera does, but with one significant difference: a digital camera uses no
film. Instead it copies the image to a very small hard disk inside the camera and makes the image
available to download into your computer. The digital camera is quite useful for capturing 
images that just won’t fit under your flatbed scanner cover.

Once the image is converted to a format that your computer recognizes, it can then be 
edited or modified to meet your requirements. Digital Images also gives detailed descriptions of 
the most popular software available for these purposes. All of the advantages and capabilities of 
each package are listed and explained. The book also offers a variety of tips and advice from 
professionals about using these programs. This wealth of information can help to ensure that 
you’ll get just the right software to suit both your applications and budget.



As I ventured further into the book, I discovered a great deal of practical information 
about the overall use of computer graphics. Digital Images contains a very comprehensive array 
of facts and data related to all faucets of computer graphics. From basic artwork and photos, to 
creating your own digital images and producing and manipulating computer graphics, everything
you’ll need to know is in this book. Related topics, such as scanning and video capture, obtaining
stock graphics, and getting started with 3D and multimedia programs are also fully covered. 
Digital Images is a well illustrated and easy to follow arsenal of tips, tricks, and advice for 
anyone interested in computer graphics.

Digital Images: A Practical Guide
by Adele Droblas Greenberg & Seth Greenberg
ISBN 0-07-882113-4
List Price: $26.95 

contact information:
Osborne-McGraw Hill

2600 Tenth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

reviewed by
Chris McKittrick

Chris confesses that he is relatively new to computer graphics. Until he read this book, he thought digital images
were the result of fingerpainting.
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Windows Applications/Utilities/Accessories/Drivers/Games

1. WINDOWS Reading, Info, Misc 166 20,594,235
2. WINDOWS Text Material     22     1,806,416
3. WINDOWS New Technology [A-L]     49 13,387,093
4. WINDOWS New Technology [M-Z] 101 11,531,610
5. WINDOWS New Technology [A-Z]     32     4,964,106
6. WINDOWS Finance/Invest [A-L]     46     8,143,631
7. WINDOWS Finance/Invest [M-Z]     69 10,076,231
9. WINDOWS Printer Apps/Utils 123 12,277,463

10. WINDOWS Printer Drivers     80 15,233,083
12. WINDOWS Games [A-L] 254 30,481,006
13. WINDOWS Games [M-Z] 315 38,991,501
14. WINDOWS Games/Humor [A-Z] 141 18,085,459
15. WINDOWS Games Misc [A-Z] 130 27,399,742
16. WINDOWS Personal Info. Mgrs 156 35,897,102
17. WINDOWS Video Anim/Players     75 33,746,654
18. WINDOWS Video Util/Drvs [A-L]     84 36,814,653
19. WINDOWS Video Util/Drvs [M-Z] 121 37,509,117
21. WINDOWS Developers [A-L] 172 17,080,910
22. WINDOWS Developers [M-Z] 253 30,563,992
23. WINDOWS Programming [A-Z]     42     5,413,068
25. WINDOWS Visual Basic [A-L] 118     5,506,323
26. WINDOWS Visual Basic [M-Z] 180 15,029,889
27. WINDOWS Visual Basic [A-Z]     12           749,10

8
28. WINDOWS Word For Windows 176 12,747,875
29. WINDOWS WordProcess/DTP 186 30,570,643
30. WINDOWS Editors/WP Utils     87 14,653,243
31. WINDOWS Word Processing     31     5,772,831
32. WINDOWS Desktop Publishing     14     1,436,845
33. WINDOWS Graphics/Draw/CAD 102 19,697,624
34. WINDOWS Graphic Apps/Paint     84 24,107,418
35. WINDOWS Graphics/Utils [A-Z]     60 11,752,964
37. WINDOWS Viewer/Conversion     34     6,065,437
38. WINDOWS Networking 148 17,633,407
39. WINDOWS Networks     21     5,104,436
40. WINDOWS Offline Readers/Mail     29     8,977,543
41. WINDOWS Communications [A-L] 118 12,302,845



42. WINDOWS Communications [M-Z] 188 29,594,319
43. WINDOWS Communications [A-Z]     45     9,693,762
44. WINDOWS Icons     51     3,197,634
45. WINDOWS Icons [H-P] 170 10,314,182
46. WINDOWS Icons [Q-Z]     45           963,87

9
47. WINDOWS Icons/Libs [A-Z]     77     2,025,811
48. WINDOWS Icon Apps/Utils     86     5,507,505
49. WINDOWS Screen Blankers 130     7,843,369
50. WINDOWS File/Shell/Arc [A-G] 214 23,747,925
51. WINDOWS File/Shell/Arc [H-M]     52     8,477,344
52. WINDOWS File/Shell/Arc [N-S] 122 16,771,998
53. WINDOWS File/Shell/Arc [T-Z] 143 18,898,107
55. WINDOWS File Managment [A-Z]     33     5,082,039
56. WINDOWS Desktop [A-Z] 130 12,104,662
57. WINDOWS Accessories [A-G] 335 29,844,456
58. WINDOWS Accessories [H-M] 135 13,602,875
59. WINDOWS Accessories [N-S] 220 16,764,855
60. WINDOWS Accessories [T-Z] 287 27,721,590
61. WINDOWS Utilities [A-Z]     98     8,787,145
63. WINDOWS Apps/Business/Office     74 24,716,016
64. WINDOWS Business Apps     40     8,943,484
65. WINDOWS Spreadsheets     27     7,612,166
67. WINDOWS Apps/Sci/Math/Eng. 106 25,907,506
68. WINDOWS Engineering     13     1,491,558
69. WINDOWS Apps/Hobby/Home/Fam. 135 36,383,245
70. WINDOWS Home/Family     46     9,052,099
71. WINDOWS Windows Apps [A-M] 235 47,923,898
72. WINDOWS Windows Apps [N-Z] 237 37,131,127
73. WINDOWS Apps/Misc./Other 221 47,948,386
74. WINDOWS Database Apps/Utils 147 25,334,240
77. WINDOWS Applications     55 10,781,343
80. WINDOWS Education/Training     22     4,422,793
81. WINDOWS MultiMedia     14     2,933,872
82. WINDOWS MultiMedia/Present     23     7,326,991

Windows Font Files

101. WINDOWS ATM Type1 Fnts [A-G] 395 40,107,914
102. WINDOWS ATM Type1 Fnts [H-Z] 339 19,567,432
103. WINDOWS ATM Fonts     61     5,669,293
104. WINDOWS ATM Type1/PostScpt-1     85     4,481,040
105. WINDOWS ATM Type1/PostScpt-2 258 11,361,587
106. WINDOWS ATM Type1/PostScpt-3 213     8,625,340
107. WINDOWS TrueType-1 230 13,779,468



108. WINDOWS TrueType-2 232 11,408,214
109. WINDOWS TrueType Fonts [A-L] 563 31,999,882
110. WINDOWS TrueType Fonts [M-Z] 377 39,726,696
111. WINDOWS TT Fonts, Etc [A-Z]     48     5,864,847
112. WINDOWS Font Progs/Utils     96  9,211,576
113. WINDOWS Font Programs     22     2,603,421

Windows Sound Files

126. WINDOWS Sound Players/MIDI 120 18,420,314
128. WINDOWS Sound Utils/Drivers 107 10,329,591
129. WINDOWS Sound Files [A-F] 226 47,205,362
130. WINDOWS Sound Files [G-P] 197 45,340,869
131. WINDOWS Sound Files [Q-V] 157 29,193,687
132. WINDOWS Sound Files [W-Z] 247 96,760,705
133. WINDOWS Sound SND [0-9]         

9
    1,473,32

4
134. WINDOWS Sound SND [A-E] 252     8,246,67

7
135. WINDOWS Sound SND [F-J] 161     5,247,51

5
136. WINDOWS Sound SND [K-O] 138     4,088,01

3
137. WINDOWS Sound SND [P-T] 214     7,860,73

1
138. WINDOWS Sound SND [U-Z]     77     1,894,34

2
139. WINDOWS Sound WAV [0-9]         

7
          452,7

38
140. WINDOWS Sound WAV [A-E] 218 10,531,844
141. WINDOWS Sound WAV [F-J] 102     5,128,68

4
142. WINDOWS Sound WAV [K-O]     65     4,396,04

6
143. WINDOWS Sound WAV [P-T] 166     9,318,69

3
144. WINDOWS Sound WAV [U-Z]     49     1,597,35

9
145. WINDOWS Sound Files [A-Z] 427 68,216,351

Windows Graphics, BMP’s, Clip Art, PCX Files

159. WINDOWS BMP’s - RLE’s [A-G] 298 29,446,217
160. WINDOWS BMP’s - RLE’s [H-P] 169 14,963,757



161. WINDOWS BMP’s - RLE’s [Q-Z] 203 23,022,752
162. WINDOWS BMP’s [A-Z] 142 12,206,863
163. WINDOWS BMP’s [A-Z] 353 20,825,192
164. WINDOWS ClipA - PCX’s [A-D] 564 31,887,365
165. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s [E-M] 433 21,205,160
166. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s [N-S] 462 16,776,419
167. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s [T-Z] 227 8,036,277
168. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Accent 40 494,689
169. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Aircraft 59 2,245,350
170. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Ani-Toon 265 5,707,517
171. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Animals 275 15,568,079
172. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Aquatic 139 4,092,875
173. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Arrows 37 312,187
174. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Attire 156 4,234,675
175. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Banners 157 4,890,676
176. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Birds 92 4,259,544
177. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Birdtoon 44 1,125,235
178. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Boats 54 1,216,346
179. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Borders 219 16,767,091
180. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Building 132 7,217,299
181. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Business 138 4,261,818
182. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Cars 74 1,316,312
183. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Christms 275 6,401,831
184. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s In Color 367 26,972,299
185. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Comics 271 3,818,756
186. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Computer 101 3,168,992
187. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Culture 195 5,941,102
188. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Dog/Cat 128 5,399,002
189. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Equipmnt 38 639,964
190. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Family 65 4,627,906
191. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Famous 101 2,658,174
192. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Farm/Msc 105 6,512,825
193. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Females 57 2,882,443
194. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Fishtoon 20 586,378
195. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Flowers 376 35,904,908
196. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Food 195 4,308,961
197. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Fruit 154 6,443,797
198. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Hands 57 1,103,222
199. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Headings 125 2,792,899
200. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Holiday 132 4,472,298
201. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Home 85 1,339,446
202. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Humor 92 2,605,191
203. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Insects 104 2,783,135
204. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Kids 58 2,391,900
205. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Logo 62 834,265
206. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Logolibr 16 266,833



207. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Love 69 2,304,105
208. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Males 119 5,596,027
209. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Medical 156 4,691,173
210. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Military 334 11,225,912
211. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Money 46 2,431,965
212. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Multiart 148 5,591,109
213. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Music 70 1,587,836
214. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Mythical 75 3,231,679
215. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Nature 169 9,984,341
216. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Occupat 115 4,567,910
217. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Odd/Ends 98 3,361,359
218. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Party 72 1,636,268
219. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s PCX Fonts 132 846,982
220. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s People 24 2,361,773
221. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Peoptoon 130 3,397,127
222. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Plants 310 32,811,630
223. WINDOWS PrintShop Graphics 57 5,447,068
224. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Religion 132 2,850,079
225. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s School 94 4,395,578
226. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Science 93 5,778,815
227. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Signs 131 1,436,014
228. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Sports 367 9,407,565
229. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Tools 213 7,002,771
230. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Transpor 63 2,133,357
231. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Travel 147 9,115,499
232. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Trees 154 9,070,506
233. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Trucks 49 1,227,078
234. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s US Maps 124 1,236,632
235. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Vegetabl 215 9,831,205
236. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s WLD Maps 279 13,859,373

Files In Area #500 Are All New Windows Files To WOL
500. WINDOWS NEW UPLOADS 375 82,696,648

Totals For All Win Files 26,116 2,379,118,845



OS/2 Applications, Utilities, Drivers, Patches

245. OS/2 Information 281 21,526,801
246. OS/2 Drivers 168 30,982,713
247. OS/2 Applications [A-L] 201 49,855,913
248. OS/2 Applications [M-Z] 262 46,871,825
249. OS/2 Utilities [A-L] 287 29,146,859
250. OS/2 Utilities [M-S] 311 42,104,754
251. OS/2 Utilities [T-Z] 97 10,042,628
252. OS/2 General Utils [A-O] 79 9,338,573
253. OS/2 General Utils [P-Z] 70 23,576,747
254. OS/2 Games 94 11,033,659
255. OS/2 Networking/LANS [A-M] 48 16,435,841
256. OS/2 Networking/LANS [N-Z] 52 6,621,020
257. OS/2 Educational 15 1,801,985
258. OS/2 Printer Drivers/Utils. 48 5,908,475
259. OS/2 Communication 72 9,924,653
260. OS/2 REXX code/utils 61 2,744,238
261. OS/2 Disk Utilities [A-M] 88 10,366,828
262. OS/2 Disk Utilities [N-Z] 67 3,843,623
263. OS/2 Compression/Archiving 33 3,766,089
264. OS/2 Fixes/Patches [A-K] 71 9,212,648
265. OS/2 Fixes/Patches [L-P] 45 10,150,229
266. OS/2 Fixes/Patches [Q-Z] 90 31,017,632
267. OS/2 Drivers [A-N] 49 5,906,892
268. OS/2 Drivers [O-Z] 53 11,231,746
269. OS/2 Graphics & Utils [A-O] 88 9,257,251
270. OS/2 Graphics & Utils [P-Z] 56 4,738,067
271. OS/2 Fonts 77 2,538,570
272. OS/2 IBM Employee Shareware 51 4,389,724
273. OS/2 Bulletin Board System 57 9,135,287
274. OS/2 General Apps [A-H] 63 10,599,904
275. OS/2 General Apps [I-N] 36 3,346,147
276. OS/2 General Apps [O-Z] 67 9,800,688
277. OS/2 Icons 31 2,734,035
278. OS/2 News and Info. [A-O] 96 7,388,790
279. OS/2 News and Info. [P-Z] 33 6,424,908
280. OS/2 Sound 13 1,114,632
281. OS/2 Programs/Utils 193 30,358,758



Files In Area #499 Are All New OS/2 Files To WOL
499. OS/2 NEW UPLOADS 133 23,759,390

Totals For All OS/2 Files 3,636 528,998,522



DOS Graphics, GIFs, JPEGs

287. DOS GIF Graphic Files [0-9] 82 12,583,609
288. DOS GIF Graphic Files [A-B] 360 48,652,778
289. DOS GIF Graphic Files [C-D] 294 42,787,766
290. DOS GIF Graphic Files [E-F] 213 22,871,821
291. DOS GIF Graphic Files [G-J] 250 38,031,287
292. DOS GIF Graphic Files [K-M] 291 35,330,349
293. DOS GIF Graphic Files [N-P] 357 42,130,169
294. DOS GIF Graphic Files [Q-S] 483 61,128,245
295. DOS GIF Graphic Files [T-V] 191 27,201,056
296. DOS GIF Graphic Files [W-Z] 97 14,560,248
297. DOS GIF Pictures [A-Z] 221 54,269,653
298. DOS GIF Pictures/Fractals 207 27,944,099
299. DOS GIF Cindy 65 13,230,203
300. DOS GIF Lingerie 97 17,239,959
301. DOS GIF Paula 36 5,908,964
302. DOS GIF Sport 90 15,240,387
303. DOS GIF Swim [0-B] 226 47,965,638
304. DOS GIF Swim [C-E] 198 47,599,502
305. DOS GIF Swim [F-K] 100 19,516,156
306. DOS GIF Swim [L] 270 37,962,580
307. DOS GIF Swim [M-R] 174 24,300,179
308. DOS GIF Swim [S] 257 57,711,022
309. DOS GIF Swim [T-Z] 61 15,169,448
310. DOS WordPerfect Graphics 99 13,191,255
311. DOS ClipArt 255 31,686,992
312. DOS ANSI Graphic/Edit/View 95 6,334,928
313. DOS DTP/Clipart 88 9,728,274

DOS SOUND Apps, Utils, Drivers, SOU, MID, MOD, ROL, VOC,CMF Files

326. DOS Sound Files [A-I] 309 26,812,469
327. DOS Sound Files [J-Q] 184 10,886,789
328. DOS Sound Files [R-Z] 219 15,655,719



329. DOS Sound Blaster Files 19 2,712,529
330. DOS Sound MIDI Files 118 20,597,200
331. DOS Sound Music Programs 59 6,502,305
332. DOS Sound Players/Edit/Drvs 350 34,293,266
333. DOS Sound Utilities 72 11,436,403
334. DOS Sound CMF [0-9] 21 141,261
335. DOS Sound CMF [A-E] 395 4,726,681
336. DOS Sound CMF [F-J] 182 2,297,049
337. DOS Sound CMF [K-O] 184 1,904,544
338. DOS Sound CMF [P-T] 354 3,995,274
339. DOS Sound CMF [U-Z] 87 960,346
340. DOS Sound CMS [A-Z] 77 964,096
341. DOS Sound MID [0-9] 185 997,558
342. DOS Sound MID [A-E] 584 8,577,641
343. DOS Sound MID [F-J] 305 4,787,798
344. DOS Sound MID [K-O] 196 3,691,409
345. DOS Sound MID [P-T] 330 5,516,106
346. DOS Sound MID [U-Z] 74 1,212,550
347. DOS Sound MOD [0-9] 13 1,887,092
348. DOS Sound MOD [A-E] 330 36,938,872
349. DOS Sound MOD [F-J] 178 21,861,472
350. DOS Sound MOD [K-O] 185 21,778,538
351. DOS Sound MOD [P-T] 262 26,832,099
352. DOS Sound MOD [U-Z] 62 6,309,793
353. DOS Sound ROL [0-9] 34 306,648
354. DOS Sound ROL [A-E] 583 5,746,865
355. DOS Sound ROL [F-J] 335 3,060,343
356. DOS Sound ROL [K-O] 388 3,970,813
357. DOS Sound ROL [P-T] 481 4,632,060
358. DOS Sound ROL [U-Z] 124 1,095,859
359. DOS Sound VOC [0-9] 43 4,460,943
360. DOS Sound VOC [A-E] 599 66,673,325
361. DOS Sound VOC [F-J] 379 43,226,088
362. DOS Sound VOC [K-O] 271 31,886,159
363. DOS Sound VOC [P-T] 546 80,260,089
364. DOS Sound VOC [U-Z] 128 11,513,099

DOS Applications,Utils, Drivers, Games, Communications Files

380. DOS ASP Shareware [A-Z] 67 11,307,693
381. DOS Demos Programs [A-Z] 47 29,750,453
382. DOS Bible/Religious [A-Z] 44 6,746,628
383. DOS Genealogy [A-Z] 13 864,561
384. DOS Database Applications 204 42,140,932
385. DOS Database Mgrs Utils 290 42,208,765



386. DOS Database Programs 54 11,098,263
387. DOS Clipper 14 753,866
388. DOS Programs To Run BBS’s 324 27,125,181
389. DOS PCBoard BBS Programs 467 22,680,706
390. DOS BBS Programs 460 48,397,586
391. DOS BBS Door Programs 135 18,530,959
392. DOS BBS Doors/Utils 152 22,891,431
393. DOS BBS’s For You To Call 166 6,991,204
394. DOS OffLine Readers/Taglines 226 25,206,869
395. DOS Mail-Readers/E-Mail 154 17,028,437
396. DOS Mail Networks 90 6,182,225
397. DOS WordPerf Support Files 251 18,677,263
398. DOS WordPerfect 42 4,655,601
399. DOS WordProc/Edit/DTP [A-L] 242 27,570,665
400. DOS WordProc/Edit/DTP [M-Z] 279 37,787,437
401. DOS WordProcessing 46 7,521,244
402. DOS WordProcessing 140 17,247,018
403. DOS Mail-List/Managers 9 1,624,067
404. DOS Finance/Investment [A-L] 124 20,160,077
405. DOS Finance/Investment [M-Z] 131 22,752,076
406. DOS Spreadsheet/Accounting 237 38,574,349
408. DOS Math/Science [A-L] 177 31,375,938
409. DOS Math/Science [M-Z] 151 25,834,062
410. DOS Math/Science [A-Z] 66 9,711,632
411. DOS Health/Medical 21 2,254,040
412. DOS Batch/Boot Files/Utils 374 21,266,104
413. DOS Batch/Boot Files/Utils 281 16,083,544
414. DOS Shells/Menus 258 36,702,018
416. DOS Hard Disk/Floppy Utils 658 51,046,855
417. DOS Hard Disk/Floppy Utils 71 8,458,703
418. DOS File Utils/Apps [A-F] 425 21,974,236
419. DOS File Utils/Apps [G-P] 211 11,847,739
420. DOS File Utils/Apps [Q-Z] 291 19,083,610
422. DOS Legal Files 30 6,135,033
423. DOS Legal Prgms/Files 16 1,118,905
424. DOS Geoworks Programs/Files 239 20,056,789
425. DOS Geoworks [A-Z] 37 1,713,583
426. DOS Home and Family 357 52,563,587
427. DOS Desk/Home Programs 71 12,829,489
428. DOS Sports & Hobby 298 40,472,338
429. DOS Misc. Applications 252 36,483,251
430. DOS Misc. Utilities 267 27,027,278
431. DOS Developer/Tools [A-H] 387 49,729,452
432. DOS Developer/Tools [J-P] 200 25,641,256
433. DOS Developer/Tools [Q-Z] 247 29,294,782
434. DOS Programing/Languages 173 21,477,179



435. DOS Graphic View/Conversion 168 20,844,107
436. DOS Graphic Draw/CAD Apps 155 25,707,445
437. DOS Graphic Paint Apps 80 16,652,362
438. DOS Graphics Programs 96 14,007,848
439. DOS CAD Programs/Utils 16 2,151,420
440. DOS Presentation/MultiMedia 29 8,537,037
441. DOS Animation Apps/Util [A-L] 160 40,910,776
442. DOS Animation Apps/Util [M-Z] 96 16,266,642
444. DOS VideoApp/Util/Drvs [A-L] 216 25,929,034
445. DOS VideoApp/Util/Drvs [A-Z] 228 22,855,878
446. DOS Screen Utils 38 2,612,638
447. DOS Multitasking (DesQview) 111 7,672,985
449. DOS Networking/General [A-L] 252 24,566,525
450. DOS Networking/General [M-Z] 280 26,766,468
451. DOS Novell/LAN 61 8,415,735
452. DOS Magazine Programs/Utils 121 11,487,457
453. DOS Keyboard/Mouse/HWare/Drv 224 11,913,233
454. DOS Archivers Utils [A-L] 204 17,210,963
455. DOS Archivers Utils [M-Z] 247 22,718,057
456. DOS Archive Utilities 52 5,420,588
457. DOS Reading/lists-Technical 346 32,847,636
458. DOS Reading/Lists-Other 343 36,978,514
459. DOS Utils/Helps 271 25,059,224
460. DOS Education/Training/Learn 435 69,338,622
461. DOS Childhood Education 22 4,422,793
462. DOS Education Programs 124 19,564,618
463. DOS T.V./Movies/Entertain 166 17,690,373
464. DOS Get A laugh! 182 7,411,840
465. DOS Food/Drink 287 30,729,203
466. DOS Kitchen Aids 15 1,944,451
468. DOS Per. Info. Managers [A-L] 214 43,428,485
469. DOS Per .Info. Managers [M-Z] 140 22,950,109
470. DOS Home Office/Bus [A-L] 232 46,889,295
471. DOS Home Office/Bus [M-Z] 218 54,272,806
472. DOS Finance/Business 109 25,623,321
473. DOS Virus Protection Utils. 184 18,275,533
474. DOS Virus/Security 86 7,083,812
475. DOS Memory Management 282 15,252,477
476. DOS Computer Testing/BenchMk 194 18,448,777
477. DOS Games [0-9] 137 33,118,172
478. DOS Games [A-B] 229 33,046,713
479. DOS Games [C-E] 259 42,846,754
480. DOS Games [F-I] 251 43,139,034
481. DOS Games [J-L] 109 18,233,305
482. DOS Games [M-P] 203 31,965,359
483. DOS Games [Q-T] 267 51,404,576



484. DOS Games [U-Z] 146 28,702,736
485. DOS Games/Entertainment [A-Z] 425 54,084,445
486. DOS Gambling [A-Z] 24 2,839,034
487. DOS Printing/Utils [A-L] 290 29,969,696
488. DOS Printing/Utils [M-Z] 210 14,028,436
489. DOS PrinterUtilities [A-Z] 39 4,790,243
491. DOS Communications [A-H] 421 36,512,428
492. DOS Communications [I-R] 308 34,687,432
493. DOS Communications [S-Z] 247 25,577,391
494. DOS Communications [A-Z] 144 12,319,105
495. DOS Ham Radio [A-Z] 43 3,886,922

Files In Area #498 Are All New DOS Files To WOL
498. DOS NEW UPLOADS 691 96,461,365

Totals For All DOS Files 35,610 3,904,734,957



Files In Area #497 Are FREE To ALL - Have FUN!
497. FREE FREE FILE AREA 115 28,220,048

Find The WinOnLine Review Mags, WOL Filelists And A few Utils In #497

Grand Totals 65,362 6,812,852,324

This listing is as of February 1994 and is presented as an example of the tremendous number of
WOL directories and files available to members. Remember, these are clean file listings, purged

of useless duplicates or obsolete files. Windows OnLine™ works hard to gather the best and
latest files for its members!

Call Windows OnLine™ Today!
Free Limited Trial! - All 28,800 Modems

510-736-8343 (BBS)
510-736-4376 Voice - 510-736-8397 Fax - info@wol.com - telnet 199.3.100.146

Print Windows OnLine information page



  

28.8 US Robotics
v.34/v.FC

v. everything

      Call Today at HIGH SPEED
Use our Sprint, MCI and AT&T lines for the best long-distance deals!
Call through local access or an 800# through BBS Direct at up to 14.4
(Download BBSDINFO.ZIP for more information)
 

Call now for more information about our membership plans. 
 

Windows OnLine™          Call 510-736-8343!
Contact us via the Internet:      info@wol.com    -      telnet 100.3.100.146

Print Windows OnLine information page

Return to Magazine
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28.8 US Robotics v.34/v.FC v. everything on all nodes!

Call Today at HIGH SPEED
Use our Sprint, MCI and AT&T lines for the best long-distance deals!
Call through local access or an 800# through BBS Direct at up to 14.4

(Download BBSDINFO.ZIP for more information)

 Call now for more information about our membership plans. 

RIME

INTELEC

INTERNET

ILINK

SMARTNET

Chat with with the WHOLE WORLD!

It’s at your fingertips through
Windows OnLine™ (510) 736-8343 BBS

DON’T WASTE YOUR VALUABLE TIME!!!
Windows OnLine™ delivers 

THE BEST AND LATEST FILES
WE remove the junk, edit the file descriptions, kill the duplicates, so you get

only TOP QUALITY FILES

Call  Windows OnLine™ Today!
Free Limited Trial!
(510) 736-8343 (BBS)
(510) 736-4376 Voice - (510) 736-8397 Fax - info@wol.com - telnet 100.3.100.146

 

Return to Magazine



World Wide Web Presence Creation
HTML Construction / Production

Custom Windows Help Files

Internet - steven.cohen@wol.com
CIS -70600,3363                                AOL - Dr SJC

1073 South Main Street 
Meadville, PA 16334-3129

Voice: 814-333-4414
Fax:    814-337-7796

Edward G. Hoffman, Ph.D., CMfgE, CAMS
Senior Staff Writer

 Hoffman & Associates
2417 Ranch Lane      Colorado Springs, CO 80918

Tel: (719) 599-8823      Fax: (719) 260-1467
EMail Addresses: ed.hoffman@wol.com - Internet

70314,2400 - CompuServe
EhH32 - America Online

Edward J. Rasimus
EJR Consulting

7475 Hickorywood
Colorado Springs, CO 80920

719-528-8358
thunder@rmii.com

Robert S. Gollihur
Wordsmith Associates    

Professional Windows Help File Development
State of the Art Technology + Professional Writing

HTML (World Wide Web) Development

 Seven Baywyn Drive        Ocean View, NJ 08230
609 624-1470            609 624-3646 fax

CIS 71334,2065          wordsmit@acy.digex.net
http://www.acy.digex.net/~wordsmit

exclusive help file creators for the WinOnLine Review™





 YOU can join the Windows OnLine™ Staff Team!
Do you like to test Windows programs? Do you enjoy sharing your adventures with 

the latest Windows hardware and software? We are always interested in quality Freelance and 
Staff writers for our magazine. You need not be a "Hemingway" (they’re moody and drink too
much, anyway). All is required is that you possess a general knowledge of Windows shareware 
and commercial products, and have the ability to relate your experiences in a friendly and 
informative fashion. 

Call Windows OnLine (BBS 510-736-8343) and gain immediate access to the Writers 
Conference #4 (J 4). Download WOLWRIT2.ZIP for a brief writers guide. Leave a Sysop 
Comment for Senior Staff Writer Ed Hoffman or Editor Bob Gollihur. You can become part of 
the team!

Ed Hoffman, Senior Staff Writer
Hoffman & Associates
2417 Ranch Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80918
719-599-8823
ed.hoffman@wol.com; AOL - EdH32 
CompuServe 70314,2400; (messages only, no files)

Bob Gollihur, Editor
WinOnLine Editorial Offices
Seven Baywyn Drive, Ocean View, NJ 08230
609-624-1470; 609-624-3646 fax
bob.gollihur@wol.com; CompuServe 71334,2065 
(messages only, no files) 

Print for future reference
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The following systems are used
to evaluate programs for review:

ZEOS Pantera 90mhz Pentium
16 megs RAM, 256K cache
17" .25 Phillips 1762DT Monitor
Diamond Stealth 64 PCI, 2 mb VRAM
IDE Drives totalling 1.3gb
SoundBlaster AWE-32
Mitsumi EIDE CD ROM, Quad speed
Logitech ScanMan Color
US Robotics Sportster 14.4 fax-modem
Windows 95, networked
(Windows for Workgroups 3.11)

100 mhz. Pentium (Intel triton chipset)
16 megs RAM, 256K cache
17" .25 Sony CPD-1730 Monitor
Diamond Stealth 64 PCI, 2mb DRAM
IDE Drives totalling 2.5gb
SoundBlaster 16
Panasonic CD ROM 150kb, 390ms
Info ImageReader Scanner 
US Robotics Courier Dual Standard 28.8
Windows 95, networked



Steven Justice
Department of English
University of California

Berkeley CA 94720
sjustice@violet.berkeley.edu

72644,2643 (CIS)

 

Phyllis K. Phlegar
PO Box 6223
Colorado Springs, CO 80934
719 632 1493        719 632 6637 
fax
Email Addresses: phyllis@cris.com

XHBG67A - Prodigy
P Phlegar - AOL

P. Phlegar - Genie
71562,407 - CIS

Thom Foulks
5311 Alta Loma

Colorado Springs, CO 80918
719-598-7828

719-528-8545 BBS

Len Lindsay
Indian Summer Consultants

Rt 2 Box 146-AA
Ferrum, VA

540-365-0519 Phone & FAX

Ted Tatman
1021 Gettysburg Drive
Charleston, SC 29412

CIS 75243,3133
tedt13@aol.com



Wolly looks at many cool shareware programs (and a 
lot of turkeys, too). But some programs strike him as 
really special — a real world application with a real 
world use. In Wolly’s opinion, this is one of them.

Want Your Program Featured or in the Shareware Briefs?? 
Each month Wolly and our Staff Writers look at newer programs that have been posted 

on Windows OnLine™. Your program could be included. How???
UPLOAD your creation to Windows OnLine™ by calling 510-736-8343 immediately 

upon availability; snailmail* if you must. Join the AUTHORS’ HAVEN Conference #2 (J 2) 
and leave a message to solicit a review. If you plan to be a more frequent visitor and 
correspondent with our Staff, leave a message to Senior Staff Writer Ed Hoffman or Editor Bob 
Gollihur to be upgraded to a half-hour daily.

Mail registered copies (which will be offered to the staff), and supplementary material 
such as press releases, etc., to the Editor at the postal address shown: 

Bob Gollihur, Editor (609) 624-1470 - fax (609) 624-3646
WinOnLine Review Editorial Offices CIS 71334,2065    -    

bob.gollihur@wol.com
Seven Baywyn Drive, Ocean View, NJ    08230-1060 (do not e-mail files)

*If you must snailmail rather than upload, address shareware disks with files zipped and ready 
to be posted, to: Windows OnLine, PO Box 3487, Danville, CA 94526
Late betas may be submitted but only final copies will trigger a review publication. Mail early for arrival coincident with your 
program upload to Windows OnLine™. Submission is no guarantee of a review, but all current Windows shareware newly 
uploaded to WIndows OnLine appears in the New Files column.

Print for future reference
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WHEN YOU REGISTER YOUR SHAREWARE . . .

Tell them you saw it in the 
WinOnLine Review™



Mythdancer’s Shareware Reviews
Senior Writer

The Windows Utility Report
http://www.peinet.pe.ca:2080/Chorus/U_report/

Mark J. Tiemann
PC System Consulting

Mythdancer@aol.com                  Mtiemann@peinet.pe.ca

 




